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Foreword 
The four chapters comprlslng pages 1 to 123, inclusive, 
report were previously released in limited distribution with 
tions and dates as follows: 
Chapter I, CIT/JPC 4, January 2, 1943 
Chapter II, CIT/JPC 5, January 2, 1943 
Chapter III, CIT/JPC 6, January 2, 1943 
Chapter IV, CIT/JPC 11, May 26, 1943 
Chapters I and II were prepared as of July 1, 1942, Chapter III as 
, September 1, 1942, and Chapter IV as of the publication date. The text 
is herewith reproduced from the original vellum copy by the 
process, with mathematical notation in the authoris hand. The references 
listed at the end of Chapter IV were originally contained in CIT/JPC 11 
and since this list includes all references cited in JPC 4, 5, and 6, the 
lists originally contained in these reports are here omitted. 
The study as planned was intended to cover all aspects of the 
dynamic stability problems involved in solids moving through fluids" The 
chapters contained herein only partially cover the general subject. 
results presented are immediately applicable to the ballistics of aerial. 
bombs or the air trajectory of torpedoes" They also apply to the under-
water ballistics of depth bombs and the underwater behavior of 
in that phase of the traJectory where cavitation is absent. 
-iii~ 
Summary 
Chapter I. Forces on a Solid Moving Through an Ideal Fluid. 
The case of an ideal fluid is investigated as a first step in 
establishing theoretical expression for hydrodynamical forceso The in~ 
herent instability of elongated bodies moving end-on is discussed 
Chapter II. Stability Derivatives in a Real Fluid. 
From equations for the forces in an ideal fluid, expressions 
are derived for the forces on streamlined bodies in a real fluid. Small 
yaw angles and absence of cavitation or compressibility effects are 
assumed" Wind- and water-tunnel measurements of the lift and drag fac-
tors affecting stability are discussed. The mechanism of the stabiliz-
ing action of fins is analY?ied on the basis of the vortex theory. 
Chapter III. Stability of the Rectilinear Trajectory in Air and Water 
Neglecting Gravity. 
The stability of what might be designated as "free motion," 
where gravity is neglected, is investigated. The dependence of stabil~ 
ity on the density of the projectile relative to the fluid is indicated~ 
Application is made to the behavior of aerial bombs immediately after 
release from a plane. Certain equations are derived for perturbed mo-
tion, and the important influence of fluid density on stability is ex-
amined. The deviation of a trajectory caused qy a perturbation of the 
bomb is analyzed; results for air and water are compared. 
Chapter IV~ Stability of the Vertical Fall. 
The effect of gravity on stability is introduced and equations 
are derived for small perturbations of the trajectory about the vertical. 
This discussion differs from that in the previous chapter in the considera-
tion of the possible existence of a critical velocity of fall. Results are 
applied to both aerial and underwater bombs, for cases limited to subsonic 
velocities in air and to bodies moving in water without cavitation. 
-iv-
General Co:::ccll1sions 
The density of a projectile relatilTe to that of the fluid 
medium in which it is moving is an important factor in problems of 
dynamic stabilityp For bombs in air~ stability in free motion is ob-
tained provided the center of pressure is aft of the center of gravity; 
this condition is usually fulfilled by the use of large fins~ The same 
projectile is more stable in water provided there is no cavitation" 
Where the densi~ of a projectile is very close to that of the 
fluid in which it is moving~ little fin surface is required to maintain 
stabilityp This conclusion applies in the case of torpedoes in water, 
and explains why a torpedo launched from aircraft requires an additional 
stabilizer of considerable size to carry it through a regular air trajec-
tory~ The instability and scatter observed in practice as bombs enter 
the water is due largely to the existence of cavitation during the transi-
tion from air to water~ 
Instabili ty of vert.ical fall in air may occur where bombs are 
released from rest or are released at very low velocities relative to the 
air Q This instability appears in the form of oscillations of increasing 
amplitude with periods of approximately 2 to 3 sec; when the velocity has 
reached 100 to 300 ft/sec the instability vanishes and the oscillations 
become damped, This condition applies in the case of retro-bombing or 
the release of bombs from blimps and helicopterso In water such insta-
bility does not occur with bombs having elongated bodies with fins. 
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Chapter I. 
Forces on a Solid Movin€:; Through 
an Ideal Fluid 
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1.6 Inherent instability ot a st~ined body 
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-2-
order to understand tully the nature of the foroes 
i. important to firet the case of a 
fluid. Although the results thWl found do 1ield the 
the 
in thi<; chapter 
to the case about the 
that the aotual 
wing 
potential 
pretty 
in mind that thi!S to streamlined bodies and 
or excluded for 
be treated in later chapters$ 
of streamlined bodies are 
l("estricted considem tims of thb chapter" 
obtained 
101 ~ene~l Theo~ 
Assume the fluid to be inoompreesible friotionless. 
fluid surrounding the body is initially motion of the 
is entirely due to that of body and therefore inotational ~d 
acyclio. It is a180 as~~d here that the fluid sta~ 
oontact 'With the body" i.e. ~ there is no cavitation. 
It ia simple to oonoelve of fluid as an 
to the inertia or the solid. However~ these pure inertia 
do not oonstitute the only foroes aoting an the solid. It was 
that eve in an ideal fluid solid experienoes which 
depend also on its instantaneous velooity. Developr!lem.ts on 
are due to SIr W. ThampIOll$ Tait and n~ff during 
ot the lAst oentu.r,r The e&uu!ll1t1a.l pointe ot the prooedure I." 
summarized hereafter. 
We choo.. .. .Y8t_ reotangular axis Ox4t O)r _ Or. fixed in 
body' and ~ 'With These ax •• 1\.!"8 .C'.IMtimes referred to 1\.8 
.. at 
tom 
lT = r v.!L + C w!J. -r lA'vw r WL' T lC'uv 
+ PI/L + Qq':' +- + .l t +-.tQ -+ LR'rC; 
-rlf{F'u +- C;V'+ Hrw-) + 29 1- + Hw).l~ -r 
1 
constants A,l Bso C, etc, are oompletely defined by the 
of the body, the positian of the origLn s and the 
the axes" with respect to the solid. It can be sholllIl that the 
components of the fluid impulse (momentum and moment of moment1.xm) 
the body axes are the six partial derivatives 
(1.1 ) ) 
fluid forces on the body are obtained by evaluating:, the rate of' 
of the fluid impulse with respect· to fixed ~ which coincide 
the instant considered with the instantaneous positbnof the body 
N, the components of these forces 
of moments along and about the body axeS a It is found that 
1) ) 
the rate of 
of the fluid impulse. These are linear f1Lncti':ms of 
accelerations representing the apparent additional inertia of the 
section 1.4) in the fluid. The remaining owe their 
to the fact that the coordinate axes move with the body. 
to forcss Which depend on the instantaneous oeities 
result is thereby established that 1 the 
on the coefficients in the expression of the 
1/1/42 
101 Page S 
11113 general formulae above will now: be applied to the ease of a 
body of revolution which leads to considerable s impli1'ica.tion of the 
formulae and is of great praotical importanoe for projectiles. ActuAlly§ 
it 18 not necessary that the body be of revolution. It can be Shawn 
that it will have the Bame d~ical properldea a. a body of revolut1011 
if there lei an a:drs suoh that the body is wperposed to itself whc 
we rotate it through an angle ~71 liIbtln n is I!IUl mteger gr-.tel' ~ 24> 
It 
Fo!" inllltaDce, a body with fins at 120~ or goo will behave like a solid 
of revolution. 
·-6-
x 
-7-
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Choose the ooordinate axis Ox to be along the axis of revolution 
of the body_ The position of the origin ° on the axil is left arbit:l."'&l";y 
for the present (figure (1.1) (1»). The solid is assumed to move in 
e. fixed plane which ooincides with the X, y plane attached to the body" 
The velocity of the origin ° is 
the camponents UII v and the angular velocity about O.z is denoted by '1:: .. 
With P qq. w • 0, the expression (1.1)(1) for the kinetic en$rgy 
of the fluid becomes 
iT = /iu.t+Br.t.+.lC'uU' (1. 2)(1) 
+ H-tJ- + 2~ (r'U +- QIf1/) 
A furtb.er simplifl.oatim follows from the synmetry of the body sino. 
T must remain unchanged when v and rare replacMtby -v and "'T. This 
(1.2)(2) 
Applying (1,,1)(3) the 
+X. - d ;J T dt~ 
foroes exerted· on the fluid by the body a.re 
tY IIiII (1 .. 2)(3) 
or explicitly 
X!iIi -- Au -f- >c. ( B v i- C; "~) 
Y !iii Bv- - C;1{"'i - AJr..u 
C;''ir ...: 7? ~ - (B-A)u-v-" 
-8-
interested in the case ifihere the 
s, constlUlt along axis of 'fhe 
t:hen fitld the forces due to sme.ll of' the 
pUFOose 'bhe veloeity component u is by 
u, v, q are considered to be of the f:l.rst orda 
to products mT.Il uqs are thu.s as 
order q~tities. The expressions .2) for the forces become 
y = 
The 
The 
A 
pu.re 
- A ) 
"R -A) 
have now beGOme the 
invol vin!!' i 1 
"'I 
next 
o 
terrns 
7/1/42 
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to what is known as a steady motion and produces a pure moment but no lift 
nor drag. This in accorda.c:.ce with general theorems and the so-called 
"d V Alembertts paradox" on the resistance of bodies in aT, ideal fluid. 
An angular velocity r on the other he.nd corresponds to an unstroaciy state 
of '-notioL for which then :-reneral theorems do not apply. It is therefore no 
contradiction with these th,eorems that the angular velocity shouldprodu.cG 
a normal force component. ror later use and also for the purpose of ob-
taining 8. clearer view of the physicalsip:nificance of the above expressions 
it is worth while to L'T8scig.;ate what happens to the forces when they are 
referred to coordinate ~ ~ fixed directi-ns instead of body axes. 
The origin 0 is a,o;ain taken on the axis of symmetry and coincides with the 
origin of the body axes figure (1. 3) (1) but the axes x' and y' have 
now fixed directions in space. The velocity components of 0 on Xi and y' 
are denoted by V'+u', V' and the angle betv/een x any x' by (~. 1;ote that 
. 
c ::: I' is the angular velocity. The force components along the fixed 
directions are Xi and y8. The transformation formulae are 
u + U =: (U 1- "" ' ) Cb3 0( -+ 1f IS tM 0( 
v- = - (1J 1- u') 5 Un 0( -t- v'C<J--jO{ 
Assuming u u" 1) V I and a to be small these become 
XI ... X~yCl( 
yt ... Y -t- XCX' 
u "" u...' 
Substituting in (1.3) (1) and neglecting second order quantities 
(1.3) (2) 
Y\ ! c¥' tl 
rif' 
-/1-
7/1/42 
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N Gu., ' 1iIII- V_ 't.- -A)Uv'+ (B-A)U~ 
In this form the componentsYIl N are identical with the lift and moment 
on a s~r1c airfoil ifl. performing small osoillations in a stream 
of ve1ooft,. U provided ~ oiroulation !!. negleoted. 
Note that these expressions are quite different from the ones 
obtained previously (1.3) (1) using foroe and velocity components r~· 
-12-
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1.4 Apparent inertia and vi rt1Jal center of ll'llUJ;S of the fluid 
It 18 leen that the ooefficients of "Ii and i represent the re-
sistance of the fluid to aooeleration. The resistanoe of the fluid 
to longitudinal aooeleration direotion) is equivalent 
longitudinal QPp!:rent maes of the fluid. 8im.HarlYIi there is a trans-
~1 apparent I1IU8 B giving the resistanoe of the fluid to tran8~rsal 
aooeleration ( V ). For elongated bodies B is much larger than A .. 
The coefficient R equi~lent to a moment of inertia and represents 
the inertia resistanoe of the d to an angular acoeleration i about 
a transversal axis through the o. Important significanoe is 
Gil attaohed to the coeffioient which an inertia ooupling 
implies that a trans-
versal acoelea.tian v of the body produoes an inertia moment - G- 't-
, 
about Oz and conversely an angularaooeleJ'lltim 't. about the same axis 
produces a tran sveraa1 
r'C verity that both 4" and R 
energy of the fluid 
:aft the 
-
Subet1tuting 2;:;[} .., XI"&. 
1 .~ 'r-
reaistanoe - c;.11.;.(.,.. It is easy to 
of the origin 0 
of this location. us 
expression (1.2) (2) for the 
o (1) ) 
'V61('jcity 11; 
V"i- )(/~ 
in (10 (1) 
+ ( _ ..{ Xa q. II 1- 'B x /) -'t..t 
:e (cr "_ x, 13)-7. V; 
) 
) 
7/1/42 
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Tni s rrJ!J.y be written 
J. T = A u.t +- ::a v;"' + 1? ~ Jt.,.. ! C;/'Jt u; (1,,4) (4) 
with ~ = ""R - i,x/:; 11+ Bx/" 
Q;'::: C;"- x,B (104) (5) 
r" The new coeffioient "f, may- be put equal to zero by choos iug 01 such that 
(1.,4) (6) 
For such a point the fluid inertia produces no coupling between angular 
end transversal accelerations. This point will be referred to as the 
virtual center of mass of the fluid. The rel.a.tion between R and Rl b"omea 
1.ee~ the ooefficient R follows the same law of transformation as the 
moment of inertia of a solid of mass B when the axis is moved to a 
distance %1 from. the canter of gravity. 
Note that if the origin of coordinate is chosen at the virtual 
center of mass,the forces an the body as expressed by (1.3) (1) became 
X. - Au.. 
y- Bir-AU-z; (1.4) (8) 
N • R i. - (B-A)U'lJ' 
A~ide from the inertia reactions Au J Bu J and. 1?>i. the foroes an the 
bo~ are reduced to a transverse force -AU~ acting at the critical 
oenter of ..... and.a couple expressed by - (B-A)Uw 
the transverse velocity of the oritical oenter of mass. 

Ut,: (j5)(I) 
-/6-
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1.5 Inertia coefficients for a prolate ellipsoid 
All the forces exerted on a solid by an ideal fluid ara completely 
from po'tentlal flaw theory for bodies of simple geometrical shape .. 
Consider for instanoe the case of a prolate el11p~oid of revoluticn 
The origin 0 is taken at the cl!mter -which in this cas., is obviously 
the critical center of mass. The longitudinal and transversal apparent 
maas~s are written respectively in the for.m 
B;:afVff.t 
'Where p is the mass of the fluid per unit volu:tMI and V the vol'i.Une of 
th~ ellipsoid~ The so-called inertia coefficients kt and kz represent 
the additiona.l mass a.s a fraction of the dbplaoed _sa of fiuid Q 
(I .. 5) (2) 
when If is the moment of inertia of the (l1splaoed _n of f'luid about 
a tTiUlsversa1 axis through O. 
The ooeffioients tIl k II t1 as oomputed by H. La.m.b are givm m 
table (1.5) (1) for various ~ingt~ ratio. of the ellipsoid. 
ame sr 
7/1/42 
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Table (1.5) (1) 
Inertia coefficients for a prolate ellipsoid 
Len_~ 
Dl.8.meter 
kl k2 Jc.&. k2 ... kl 
.... ,~" 
Sphere 1 .5 .5 0 0 
1.50 .305 .621 .094 .316 
2.00 209 .702 .240 .493 
2.51 156 .763 .367 .. 607 
2.99 122 .803 .465 .681 
3.99 082- .860 .608 .. 778 
4 .. 99 059 .895 .701 .836 
6.01 045 .918 .764 .873 
6,,97 036 .933 .805 .897 
8.01 029 .. 945 .840 .916 
9.02 024 .. 954 .. 865 .930 
9.97 021 .. 960 .883 .939 
Cylinder 0 1 .. 000 1 .. 000 1.000 
The ease of a sphere corresponds to Length IIID 1. In this case the 
~er 
t~avI[H'aal and longitudinal additional mI!uses are the Bame and equal to 
ane-half the mass of the displaoed fluid. For an infinitely long clraula~ 
oylinder the fir:;ure at the bottom of' this table shows the transversal 
additional naa~ to be the a.me as that of' the displaoed f'luid. The 
dU'ferenoe kz ... leI 18 givf.lll in thb table because 'Of' its imp()rtance in 
a~luating the cruple on the b()dy represented by the term. (B-tA)Vv- in 
~quations (1.3) (1). 
-/8-
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1.6 Inherent instability of a. streamlined bo¢ll 
is 1a.rger than the longitudinal ms..111 A. ~1hen this is the case# the term 
(B -AnrV' represents a ~estahlit.iu, moment tending to tum the body 
lit positi n where it will move broadside .... on. In other words the end-on 
motion is inherently unstable. 'rhis is easily shawn by considering a 
fixed body irrrme1'sed in a fluid stream of velocity components - if and 
- V along x and y [figure (1. 6) (1) 1. fh.. axis of the body then Hes 
t -I at an angle (Y,'" atn 1f wi th the stream (angle of yaw). This case is 
V 
identical with that of a body mov::ing with the velocity components if, 'if 
in a fl uid at rest. From formula (1. 3) (1) there is' a clockvrise 
(B ... A)V", For small values of' 0; replacing 'if" by lfo( this moment 
:may be vrd t·i~en. (B "" A) V.to( s is f), DUl'e coupl~ proportional to the 
mglo of yaw 8.nd the square of the '161001 acts irl a clirecti(m such 
that it tends to incrEllase the angle of It is therefore a destablidng 
moment.>:'he value of (B - A) may be written 
6) 
'lIfheJ.'1. P is the fluid mass ·per unit volume 
" j the va 1 UH18 0 i' 
The coefficl.ent ... kl depends only on the shape of the body and is given 
for an elonp3,ted el1ipsoid as a ftmction of the length ratio in table 
dTe,met"ar 
). 'rhe table shovm how fast the destablizing moment increases vdth 
increasirlg length when the volume is kept constant .. 
The exist2nee of this destablizing moment is intrinsic property 
elongated bodies maving end-on. In practice it has to be counteracted 
the use of fins located at the tail. As pointed out previously by 
writer (reference 21) a in the destablizing moment can be 
) 
Figure (/. 6) (3) 
ute 
-12 0 
~-. ure (/.6) (I) 
I '"9 
slots in the IB amounts to a 
.6) ) and .6 
second shows cases of a 
equal to unity which is ine 
a 
its and 
A ~ 0) and therefore should be 
the gap to the extreme is to 
The foroel on a solid moving through an ideal fluid are determined al 
aoon as we mew the inatantaneous kinetic energy of the fluid due to tlw 
velooity of the bo~.. The case of a body of revolutiQll ill particululy 
limple.. There exist. a point on the axis refe:1'"nd to a8 the rlrtal oct." 
of MI8 (V.C) of the fluid. It oa.n be oonddered alll same kind of oenter of 
mass for the t~ersal apparent mass (B) of the fluid. There is alao 
an apparent moment of inertia (R) ef the fluid about a transver~al axis 
through the V .. C" An angular velocity I' of the body produoes a trans-
versal force (A1rr) applied at V.C. Finally a transversal velooity v of 
the V.C produoes a pure destabilizing oouple (B-A~v Which i8 the origin 
of the inherent instability of Itreualined bodies.. This ins tab ili ty oen 
be avoided or reduced by making B equal or nearly equal to A. Methods of 
obtaining this results by the use of transversa.l Illeta or separated bodies 
a.t'e indicated. 
7/1/42 
List of Symbols 
x, y, z coordinstes alone; body axes (moving with the body) 
velocity conponents of the origin parallel to the instantaneous 
position of x, y, z. 
p., q~ r components of angula.r velocity parallel to the instantaneous 
position of x, y, z. 
T ~inctic energy of the fluid due to the motion of the body 
C occritudin9.l ap»arsnt mass of tlle fluid (x direction) 
B transversal IlIJ1)arcnt ,lass of the fluid (y direction) 
rotati0nal £~pparent r.1aSS of the fluid about 02 
LIP" G"etc. coeffici0nts in expression (1.1) (1) 
components of the force 8xcited 0:". 1;11 '3 body by the fluid 
~arallel to x, y, z. 
moments of the forces exerted on the body by the fluid about 
xJj y, Z. 
. . 
U?I etc. I , derivatives of u, Vp etc. with respect to time. 
if larf.e velocity co!:'r?onent of the body in the x direction 
a an~le of yaw (between x and x') 
axes vrith fixed directions. 
force compone~ts of the fluid on the body parallel to the fixed 
(lirections Xl, y'. 
velocity components of the origin parallel to the fixed directions 
distance of virtual center of mass to the origin O. 
velocity of the virtual center of mass parallel to y. 
rotational apparent r:Jass about the virrual center of mass. 
f 
List of SymbOls (Cont) 
inertia coefficient of the prolate ellipsoid for longitudinal 
inertia coefficient for the rotational apparent maea of the 
ellipsoid. 
moment of inertia of the displaced fluid. 
volume of displaced fluid. 
:mo.as of the fluid per \mit volU1'll8e> 
DYNAMIC STABILITY OF BOMB~. 
AND PROJECTILES 
By 
M. A. BlOT 
Institute of Technology 
Chapter It. 
Stability Derivatives in a Roal Fluid 
the 
2w2 aooeleration derivative. al inertia 
ot the Itabil1ty derivativel on th. 
the origin of ooordinates 
of meaanlr .. ent ot 
.xpre,sionl for th~ 
the filtabil 
Introduotion 
Havi~ determined the foroes on a body moving through 
un ideal fluid the n.ext step is to establish expr.;:ssion for these 
~. J;,':;es ;"-:' a viscous fluid. To this purpose the expression will be 
·'li·1.el'.t:,ized" b~r oonsidering the case vi' a body of revohltion 1I1oving 
ln a directi{,m near to its s.xis with small transversal a.nd angular 
relocity perturbati'ons.. T~~e problem then ~ecr.:mles one of dete.nnining 
the i'orc!3 increm03nts due to this perturbation. The most general 
expression. is obtained 1''''1" these forces by taking them as linear 
f'unctions of the p~rturbations. The oharacterhtic coefficients 
thus introduced, called stability derivatives lead to the discussion 
of ~hcir mathematical nature» their dependence on the location of 
the origin and the orientation of' the coordinate system. Methnds of 
determining these coef'f'icients 6xperimentally are sugfested. An 
attempt is also made to establish theoretical expressions for them by 
using the results obtained for an ideal rl~id and adding the effect of 
fin lift and trailing vortices. This subject is only treated in 
form in this chapter. It is intended to develop this 
of the theory more extensively la.ter. Finally some numerical values 
of these coeffioients from existing test da.ta are given. 
-28-
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2 .. 1 Ge~eral expressions for the forces 
Choo~e axes x. y attached to the projectile~ x being directed along 
the axis of s;ynametry of the body. The origin 0 is left arbitrary for the 
present@ As before, the projectile is assumed to move in a fixed plane 
which ooinoides with the x, y plane attaohed to the body (figure (2.1) (1)). 
Denote by V+ u v the compcnents of the velocity of point 0 (In x and 
and by r the angUlar velooity about a transversal axis through O. 
Assuming the velocity increl!tents Us> v, r to be small with respeot to U 
:maimS that the projectile moves approximately on a straight line in the 
dir~ction of its axis with a nearly constant velooity Vand only slight 
perturbations from. the uniform mot/i.,'n. Under these oonditions" in addition 
to the drag D along x, the hydrodyn ... ;l',cal forces on the body haw a component 
Y along the y direction and a moment N )out 0 (figure ~ .. l) (1)). 
The forces D + :t,Y, and moment N b .. ;~;; g due to the small perturbations 
aocelerations u, i, f. In the most general fv::, this is written: 
x:: -,YB"" U -j-lUfAu " U - J) 
y. - f Y(Bw 'Ii- r But t~) + pUr (- Auv Vi- Av"t. f~) 
B. - f VI (:B~v v + BIiIt:.!1.,) + jJ l/Y ( A~U" y- -- Ak'Z- !Iz:) 
f is the fluid mass per lmit vol'llflll!e 
V vol'llflll!e of dbplaoed fluid 
! the length of the projeotile 
coeffioients 
B",," 0 0 - A£4."- 0 
0 Bu&? Bu'2- 0 -Auv 
0 13'lV B,,£"L 0 A,,£IJ' 
-2.9-
0 
Au1.. 
-A't .... 
) 2) 
-x 
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are non-dimensional. Hoting that these cwefficients represent essen-
tially the increment of the forces on the body for an increment in the 
!:hey 
velocities and the accelerationsAare referred to as stability derivatives 
The above equations contain the implicit assumption that the force 
increments depend only on the velocities and accelerations of the projectile. 
Actually. of course. because of boundary layer and ",rake effects, the force 
increments depend on the complete history of the projectile and carillot be 
e::c:.)ressed rigorously in the form (2@1) (1). One might improve the accuracy 
by introduc inr; de 1"1 v.ati 'lliI!$ of the veloc Hie s higher than the fir st. A better 
nethod seems to consider harmonic oscillations of the projectile; in which 
case the stability derivatives "rill turn out to be complex quantities 
depending on the frequency of oscillation. Actually, the coefficients 
be found to depend on both the Reynolds number and the non-dinensional 
parameter ~ (w circular frequency of oscillation). In the analogous case 
of the oscillating airfoil this parameter is called the reduced frequency. 
This procedure gives the complete picture of wake-~eresis effect for any 
arbitrary perturbation of the projectile by the use of the Fourier analysis. 
It will be pointed out in section 2.5 how this hysteresis effect be 
eval uated theoretically by the use of the vortex theory in a v:ray 
analogous to the treatment of an oscillating airfoil. 
For the present .VEl shall be contented to consider the 
deri vatives to be dependent only on the Re7,molds num.ber. This must 
be a good approximation for low values of the reduced 
The stability derivatives Buu. etc be referred to as the 
acceleration derivatives and etc. as the derivatives 0 
-----"-
* They might be referred to more 
derivatives in order to distinguish them from the derivatives 
as defined in Chantl';lr 1. sec1;:i,Q.n 1 0 3. 
· (loS) (1), ~ find 
;0 Y13w.< =- A 
pVBvy =.B 
P V"t B-,n = jJ V-I B-?v = G-" 
f Vt:/.J3.~'l. = 7? 
The essential. property of ~t:!z By'? = B~u- 16 the:r;sby a direct 
found 
I .. section 1" 
longitud1nal :lIUil~.II take the coef.ficient .E"," ~u~l 
ratio.. Cmlsider the volume ~eu8l'ated the 
about 
2) ) 
:x 
tva I cent. of md~S of fluid 
equal to the transversal mass Bgl and the virtual center of mass to be the oenter 
of mass of this virtual volume (figure (2.2) (1). 
1s then given by (1.4) (6) 
where Xe is the distance of the virtual center of mass to the origin taken 
positive forward" Hence 
.B =<B "",AL.,A. Y'~ -'2.r.>" .{' /11" (2.2) (3) 
Finallycll the ooeffioient -4~ is, found from the relation 
.?VI-2B "e'<. ~ K= Jfh' (2.2) (4) 
73 If A I ..z~ = .l'Y"t-t 
The quantities in this c:pl"essioo are evaluated by Ptttting If equal to the 
moment of inertia of the virtual volume of fluid about a transversal axis 
through the origin 19 a:nd let is a oorrection factor as given in Table (1 .. 4) 
(1) for the ellipsoid of same ~:!ih ratio as the projeotile. 
deer 
It must be noted that the virtual volume is larger thilm. the 
volume beoause ther.tatlon of the body about its axis ll the fins 
generate a volume oonsiderably larger than that of th~ flm, 
with the oenter of buoyancy a:nd usually lie behind 
distanoe inoreasing nth increasing size of the fins .. 
From 2) (3) note also that the coefficient E"Jf.. is 
It must be kept in :mind that the method of ... ""It.-_ 
acoeleration derivatives holds only for streamlined 
shown that in thb case the values are oorrect in order of 
magnitude. ). For stubby bodies31 
'this obviously cannot be in view of the layer and 
_te entrained by the 
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203 Dependence of the stabilitz derivatives on the location of ,the orig1~ 
of coordinates 
The coefficients Buu, Auu etc. of equations (2.1) (1) are not 
invariant characteristics of the body but depend on the origin of coordinates. 
The question now is to find how these ooefficients are transformed when the 
origin is moved to a point 0" on the axis of symmetry at a distanoe 81 of 
its previous position (figure (2 .. 3) (1». 
The new force oomponents ~, ~, Nfl are: 
Xii = X 
(2,,3) (1) 
W' ::: N - Y 81 
The relation bet-ween velocity components tu"e;; 
u ... un 
y ... ytl _ rtl al (2 .. 3) (2) 
Substituting these values in equations (2.1) (1), it is found that they 
may be written: 
X It V' n " '''_ yl/" /I'" "_ IJ = -.t DIAl( tl :t t Nau U 
'Y" lr(B"· II B" p.,,) UVfA"" A" /J ff} 
= -I II' j YU if +- v'2- £Jc. / +-f 7 - vvV' + vr C-'l: / 
N" -I Yf(B;u v"t- B~~li") T /UV( A~'v V"f{_II:~/~") 
with the following values for the coefficients: 
(2,,3) 
B~u = B;gu-EBuv 
A;z """ Av'Z- -t e A.,., ) 
A 0. II A 
"I.U = '1'ev + £ t.N? A: ... = Au 1-e(lJfor.v "t" AV ,,<-)+£t.lIlllF 
-85-
"i
iU ~ I !:In 
I : 'l 
1 I' 
i 1\ i 
jOlt ef.. I 
. ,j 
..., 4-11 11/ " 
-t 
---- I r 
I ~ _____ ~N ~1f~'n~, ~~ -; 0'" :/..... x 
--. ...--... ---------... -"lIl""-i 
-36-
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These are the transformation formulae for the stability derivatives. 
The B coefficients are seen to follow the tr~~sformAtion formulae already 
found for the inertia coefflcients in section (1.4) when we assume 23~v :::.BDt-
The remarkable o.f these formulae is due to the fact that 
from the the stability are second rank 
tensors. Relati.ons (2.3) ( and (283) (5) are a particular case of the 
general transformation formulae .f'or such quantities. 
-37-
7 
2.4 Method of measurement of the stability derivatives 
Forces measured in a wind· or water tunnel are referred to axes w~th 
fixed directions, and the components are called lift and drag. "bhe 
purpose of measuring the stability derivatives. the first step is theref'ore 
to express the forces using axes with fixed directions (figure (2 (1)) 
Such axes were introduced already in section (1.3) and denoted x f yW, 
Note that 0( is the angle between the fixed direction x' and the axis 
. 
the body and that « .. .z. The transformation formulae to be used are 
(1.3) (3). Using these formulae in expressions (2.1) (1) and neglecting 
second order quantities, 
X /~ -jVBIUhU1-/Yf u'-ll 
Y' == -fV(B,nJ 7/'+ Bif'r. t~) + ,tllff-lJlIU (v!' orlJ) 
r (A?J~ + Buv)l>r} -no< 
N = -f VI (B~uV-'+ B~'Ltt}-t-fUV !A'Ur(Uf-od1j 
-(A~ ... -B'lu)/~ 
Consider now body to be immersed in a stream of 
origin 0 to be fixed. The body is assumed to rotate freely about 
ON (perpendicular to Xl ) • In thi,s case the u is 
denotes the angle of yaw of the body with the stream. and"Z: the 
rotation about t!J.e axis Oz.~ The moment about this 
When the body has a fixed 
moment reduces . . . 
This yields the value 
0< with the stream r '" 
the coefficient Arv. 
then: 
(2 
( 
( ( ) 
I JI' 
Y' 
Figure (2.4) (I) 
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Assuming that the coefficients Bw- and ~~ have been determined 
theoretically, the coefficient Adz1=. may be evaluated by measuring the small 
oscillations of the body in the strerun about the axis OZ, If Il;z,y is 
negative, it is necessary to add a restoring spring to the system in order 
to produce oscillations. Denoting by 16 the moment of inertia of the body 
about D~ and k the spring modulus. the equation for the oscillations of the 
body reads: 
or 
(~ 
The d~fiping coefficient for the oscillation is: 
Measurement of this motion yields the value of the coefficient·II.e'>-
If this measurement is repeated with the oscillation axis going 
through a new origin On at a distance Ef in front of the previous one, 
is possible to determine in the same \'laV the coefficients AN and 
~ ~q 
I, 
lJow using the transformation formulae (2 $ 3) (5), we ::nay vrrite: 
Since and have been determined previously, thes.e equations the 
values of and AUf" The four velocity derivatives are thus completely 
determined. 
A check can be made on the theoretical evaluations of 
ing this procedure with a third position for the axis of rotation. The 
values l:l!;lasured should be compatible with those already found. 
Note that a measurement of the period of oscillation furnishes a 
method of evaluating 
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moments but lift and drag. the second equation in (2.4) (1) may be used. 
Y' -,t If.tr Auu-(X - ]}O( (2.4) (6) 
This gives directly the coefficient Aw by measuring y' and D, a.."ld provides 
a further check on the correctness of the experimental procedure. 
It may occur that the rotational motion of the body as represented by 
equation (204) (4) is highly damped or unstable so that the motion is not 
of the nature of a damped oscillation. This me.kes it difficult to evaluate 
the coefficients of the differential equation by the direct observation of 
frequency and decrement. When this difficulty cannot be avoided by a 
~odification of either k or Ib or the introduction of some other Y~own 
modification. it will be necessary to take a record of the time~angle 
relation when the body has been given an initial disturbance from 
equil i bri urn. 
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2.5 Theoretical ~Apressions for the Stability Derivati~es 
In order to estimate the velooity derivatives ( Ilvz.r Av",,€fc) the 
assumption will be made that the only dirf-renee with the case of an 
ideal in the action of the tail and fins. The stability 
derivatives wil then be the same as those in equations (1. 3) (1) exoept 
for a correction due to the actIon of the tail. This assu.'Uption is 
some by the observations that potential flow usually 
exists around the nose of a streamlined body and that it breaks dovm only 
in regions to the after body. 
The of such after body action is illustrated in figure' 
(2.5)(1) and ). The first figure shows the potential flow lines 
about a ined hull at yaw angle ()( G The second figure shows 
how this is in an actual fluid. Due to the viscosity it is 
impossible for the flow to follow the potential pattern at the tail To 
A pair of trai ling vortices is generated at the after body .in order to 
satisfy the condition of smooth flow around the tail. The existence of 
trailing has been demonstrated by experiments an airship 
reference 
As shown in .s) in the case of potential flow the 
sist of a couple II M.. Actually due to the croa tioD of 
--~--
forces are originated mainly on the after body_ These 
adr'litional forces are by a normal force 
normal force is taken to be applied at a point C. on 
the axis somewhere the after and this point is referred to here-
aftElr as the It must be kept in mind that X. does not re-
1'01"085 on the after body but only that part of the ree 
I 
T 
f LZVATiON 
1?Ll4N ViEW 
due to the existence of vorticity in the 'Wake. The existence of a lift 
is therefore associated essentially with the fact that vorticity is being 
shed from the after body@ 
The use of fL~s does not introduoe essentially new features in 
the mechanism just described but merely a(~oentuates the effect by increasing 
the me.g:!:litude of the normal f~e and the position of the 
tail center. 
The question which now arises how to express the value of ~ when 
the body has both yaw and ungula r An assumption will be intro-
"1l11~ed here which finds some justification by its validity in the analogOWil 
OH-se of an oscillating; airfoil. It will be assumed that 1; is propor ... 
tion to the transversal velocity ~ of a oertain point R.P on the axis 
of the body figure (2.5)(3). This point will be to as the rear 
~~int. Th~ physical significance of this point is illustrated by the fact 
that if it is kept fixed while the body has an anr;ular velocity about it 
no normal fDroe pro It is a motion such that no 
shed f:rorll the body and smooth (J'N still at the 
The assumption ,just stated is expressed by the 
5) ) 
The coefficient 7:' characterizes the the normal force or 
It is referred to as the 
The forces on the b med due to 
as exp:ressed by ) and the no .. De-
no"ting by ?{ the transversal of the center of mass~ 
figure 5)(3) 1# Ie (denoted 
<:.-
) the distance of the 
I 
I 
~ 
Piqure (2.5) (3) 
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orl.gin 0 to the vi rt'ual oenter of mass and by tEl; the distanoe of the 
origin to the tail oenter we have 
y = - 4 - AUt 
.N = - (B -A)lIl{ + AVe",-tt -r X::!t:t 
N represents the moment about the origin. For stmplioity the terms 
depending on the derlu.t;ives V- and -'i. have been omitted. 
mil 
We substitute in these expressions the value (2;5) (1) and the kine"tic 
relations 
~ = 1.1 ... Icc.-'t.. 
~ ... V" - le ... Jr... 
(2 .. 5)(3) 
where 1/ denotes the transversal velocity of the origin and -Ie-t,. the 
dhtance of the rear point to the origin. We find 
y = .Ivy [-1:1f 1" (re'r--fo}~t 1 
N = fVU I (rEI;- - "B;~ )11"- (T"<!/;-f'r-~ fo e.)~t ] 
Remembering that B2JVBvv and A", jJVBuu the velocity derivatives are 
A = r 
..... (2.5) (6) 
A = 7:E .. - fD -B ) 
't " .. l-U vv <&'" 
Th~ give theoretical values for the velocity derivatives in terms of the 
location of the three characteristio points (RoP.) (T.e.) (V.C.) relative 
to the origin" the tail lift factor 1:' and the inertia ooefficients B"", 
:!I.Il.d A(.lt(." It is apparent that the theory can be carried. much further 
introducing explicitly the conoept of trailing vortices. When the body 
h~~8 a f~ngle with the stream. a certain amount of lift is produoed which 
t~ IH"H,)t'lS assooiated with It certain deviation of the :flow in the wake 
as a downwash. Due to the downW8.sh g the effeotive angle of attaok 
of the stream on the fins is smaller than the yaw angle of the body so 
i:;hat they will lose a certain amount of their effeetivaleslS. This 
~hadow effect will depend on the angle of yaw so that a non-linear re-
lationship will be found between the forces and the yaw angle. The theory 
should. follow very closely the vortex wing theory for the case of very 
law aspect ratics (reference 22). It should be possible to predict by 
this method to some extent the dependence of the stability derivatives 
on both the Reyrlolds ntL'llber and the reduced frequency (sec. 2.1). 
Anot'her im.portant factor is the retarded flow in the wake due to boundary 
layer friction. If the fins lie in this retarded core their efficiency 
will be diminished. This S6'.::ms to be the reason for using a circular 
fin lying outside the retarded wake. 
tbe 
Also from results obtained in the next section it seems thatr.modi-
fication induced by the fins on the flow around the body is in some cases 
far from negligible. This mechanism is well known in the airfoil theory 
where the action of ailerons produces most of its effect by modifying 
t.he flOW' about the wing. 
The question of tail efficiency is therefore mainly a problem of 
mutual interfC)rence be"bNeen the body and the fins. The above conclusions 
hold only for small angles of yaw. For values larger than the stalling 
angle it is clear that a quite different mechanism comes into play_ Th~e 
tw'o phases of the flow pattsrn should be clearly separated in any attempt 
to predict the behavior of bombs. 
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2.6 !ome N~rioal Values of the Stability Derivatives 
Some info1"'l1l8.tion oan be obtained on the numerical values of the 
stability derivatives from existing statio tests data of lift drag and 
moment of bodies. Muoh wind tunnel data is available on airship models 
and also some bomb data is available from tests in the C" I. T. high speed 
In order to use this data the foroes have to be expressed in the 
usual lift~ drag. and moment, i.e., they must be referred to axefS with 
fixed direotions in spaoe. The formulae for thb transformation were 
already established in seotion (2.4). Limiting ourselves to the foroe yl 
perpendioular to the stream,velooity L! and to the case of a fixed 
yaw angle ()( the formulae (2.4)(1) become 
Y' [fflf1-Avv - D jo< 
N = -t YU.fAltvo( 
In wind tutmel tests of airships the lift 
wrl tten in the fom 
Y'= C
L 
py.tyJ.;3 
..e 
]J = <; p-7J.tV~ 
1l. 
N := em P-}l,fly-l/s,f 
CL • lift ooeffioient 
:n II!D drag ooeffioient 
C". l1li mome:nt ooefficient 
(2.6)(1) 
drag and moment are usually 
(2 .. 6)(2) 
Alluming a linear variation of Cl. and em with small values of the yaw angle 
we my write 
(2" S){3) 
COlr~paring than (2.6) ) and 6)(2) the 
L de..., L = - A 
.t dot. V~ .... v 
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We taka note that Aw involves the measured of both the drag coerfioiant~ 
.. The position of' 
the tail oenter may be derived from 5)(6) 
7'"= A"v tail lift ta;dor 
hanoe 
Ct = ; [Be-v-Buu +- A'tV'] 
W 
This gives the position of the tail oenter (T.C.). Values of these can-
ateu'1.ts $hall now be taken from w:ind tunnel data on airship models" 
I. Bare hull of Goodyear Zeppelin as shown in figure (2.6) (1) I. 
The data for drag lift and mom.ent from references 
of fins as sho'!Jl!ll in 
III. Bare hull of ~te balloon as shown in figure (2.6)(1) III. 
). 
--~-. 
--_._------
CP 
$---." . _ .. _--_ ... ""-" .. 
o 
h'q(.Jre (2.6)(1) 
-' 
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Table (2.6)(1) 
1~~ dCL CZl dcw; A =T A"llf Bw-"Btw- DIsrrAN CE OF dot dot w ee Toe. FRml 
NOSE 
! 4 .445 .03 .29 .94 ..... 58 .81 .31 ,,14 ./ 
II '4 1..2 ,,04 .10 2.48 .... 20 .81 .21 .69/ 
:1 .016 .397 .415 .... 65 .77 .29 ,,73.f 3~37 
IV 3$27 2.88 .. 032 .... 21,8 4.75 .35 .. 77 .23 .67/ 
~ --~ .... - -, ... -.~ 
-
o_,,~""""_ 
In all these cases the origin of coordinates 0 is taken at the center of 
buoyancy so that 8(; denotes the distance of the center of buoyancy to the 
tan center. The position of the ·tail center is indi.cated as T.C. in the 
fig,"Uros. The relative magnitud.es of the norme.l force -y; applied at T. C. 
is also indicated. Similar data was derived for bCll1b modelr fr(!l:1~;tf 
R. T. Knapp in the high speed water tu:n..nel a-l:; C.l. T. Dimerlf:ions of the 
bombs for the three cases considered are shown in figures (2.6) (2;:g I" II, 
III. For all these cases the mOT'1ent is four~d to van ish about a point 
located at a'bout 0.40 ! from the nose. This point is taken as odEln O. 
The results are sho"Wl1 in table (2.6)(2). 
Table (2.6)(2) 
Distance 0 
Aw B W -L14 cf: Tee. from 
Nose 
I 2.67 .. 873 .. 33 .73./ 
II 2.16 .. 830 .38 .78 f 
III 3.16 .830 .26 .66..-t 
-
The origin 0 in all three oases 113 the point of application of the total 
force (resultant of the destabilizing moment .and the normal force y;.) .. 
This point is sometimes referred to as the center 2! pressure .. (C.1? ) 
1:: j ---
J' 
I . t7~ I 
'r11!i&l<ll ,..1 t &JJJiiii 
I 
!-
c;p 
. - ._ .. -@--'-'-'-'-' 
o 
" 
c.l? 
il T. 
C. c n 
e-- -" ---.-
o 
A. D/ II 
.., Oil!) _Lc 3.41" 
/''''/0.65 " 
C:I? 
*_._-_. 
p. 
ure 6)(2) 
~ I I 
_w'"",·~·-> 
I 
I 
-~ 
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The velooi ty 01' the water in these tests was aromd 20 to 30 ft./sec. and 
the Reynolcs number bapsd an the length of the order R.N. = 2.106 • The 
contributir')n of the drag to the coefficient Avv is small and amounts to 
It will be notioed from the figures (2.6)(1) and (2.6)(2) that for 
both the wirld-and water-tur:l.f')l tests the tail center lies quite a bit for ... 
"'t~rr'! of the fins. This must be considered a s an indica. tion the. t in some 
eases f;re fins exert an a.pn:rr· able action oft. the flow aro' nd the body .. 
'i'l1is ~oir\t aJ.on [, vti:tl' *:.1-Ie Ladow effect of the body an the fins should be 
submtt;ted to furth'?T testine; anc. correlated with theoretical consideration 
·ha~ed on the vor°t;ex an':! b01mdar:y theory. 
The position of the rear point cannot be determined from U.S above 
statjc tests. Test data on oscilla l.ng models,ourved models or with the 
:rotating anL shoulc be used to obtain the derivatives Av~ J A '1.'1.-
1"l'e will contend ourselves for the present to assume the location of the 
rear point in the applications to dynamic stability. 
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Conel us iona 
General expression has been established for~he forces due to velooity 
perturbatians of a pr~jectile moving nearly on a rectilinear path along 
its axis. The stability derivatives are of two kind, the acceleration 
derivatives (coefficients of 'Ii and Ji ) and the velocity derivatives 
(coefficients of v and 't. ). The acceleration derivatives are taken to 
be identical with the in~rtia coefficients for apparent mass introduced 
in Chapter I for potential flow. An approximate method of computing the 
position of the virtual center of mass is also given. The variation of the 
stability derivatives with the positicn of the origin of coo.rdinates 
al(mg the axis of the projeotile is shown to follow simple trans forma tion 
laws. The knowledge of these transformation laws 1s especially useful 
in deriving the value of the stability derivatives from wind-or ~ter-
tunnel measuremr-nts. It is shown that by using an oscUlating model and 
making simple measurements with two different positions of the axis fit 
oscillation the values of all four velooity derivatives may be der"'ived. 
Theoretical expression for the ste.bility deriva Uves are obtair;.ed by 
adding to the forces due to potential flow as obtained in Chapter ~ 
those due to the ga.eration of vorticity in the fluid at the afterbody, 
These expressions depend essentially on the location of three characterictio 
1: 
points (R.P.) (T.C.) (V.C.) relative to the origin and a factorAwhich 18 a 
measure of the amowt of lift. It is apparent that the problem of tail 
efficienoy lends itself to an extensive theoretical treatment by .sing 
the vortex theory in analogy with the case of airfoils.. The dom:wash 
on the fins due to. trailing vortices and also the fact that the boundary 
layer causes a wake of retar4ed flow both combine to deorease the fin 
efficienoye This explains the efficiency of ring fins. The position 
the tail center derived from tests on airship ana bomb models shows a 
remarkable tenc1ency to lie appreciably ahead of the fins. This seem.s 
to indicate a considerable effect of the fins on the flow around the 
after body, thereby produ~ing a lift on the body itself by interference. 
11;, 62. (J3&&c 
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List of Symbols 
ooordinates along body axes (moving with the body) 
velocity components of the origin parallel to the instantaneous 
position of Xli y, Z. , 
components of angular velocity parallel to the inst1:Ultaneous 
position of X, y, z. 
kinetic energy of the fluid due to the motion of the body 
longitudinal apparent mass of the fluid (x direction) 
transY';rsal apparent mass of the fluid (y direction) 
rotational apparent mass of the fluid about 02 
A' F Q <r" ete" coefficients in expression (1.1)(1) .. 
f .. 
U ,zr: etc. 
00mponcnts of the force excited on the body by the fluid 
parallel to X, y, z. 
moments of the forces exerted on the body by the fluid about 
x, y, z. 
derivatives of u, v, etc. with respect to time. 
large velocity component of the body in the x direction 
angle of yaw (between x and Xi) 
axes with fixed directions. 
force components of the fluid on the ~)cdy' parallel to the fixed 
dir.ections Xl, y'. 
velocity ;:~:.1:'I?ancnts of ~he odem parallel to the fix.ad 1irootions 
x f, .. 
distanoe of virtual center of mass to the origL~ O. 
velooity of the virtual center of mass parallel to y~ 
rotational apparent mass about the 
inertia coeffioient of the prolate ellipsoid for longitudinal 
and transversal apparent mass. 
inertia o.oeffioient for +..he rotational apparent mass of 
ellipsoid. 
moment of inertia of virtual volume of a-.'1d moment 
inertia of displaced (in Chapter I) 
-.)6-
v 
f 
,! 
Bw Buv.- --
Avv Itt"L -- , 
D 
w 
"'If ~, y" Nil (, 
un r" 
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volume of displaced fluid 
mass of fluid per unit volume 
length of projectile 
etc. inertia coefficients (acceleration derivatives defined 
by (2.1)(1) 
etc. velocity derivatives defined b,y (2.1}(1) 
drag 
circular frequency of oscillation 
force components and mcment of the fluid on the body Nhen 
the origin is at 0" 
velocity comprnents when the origin is at A" 
stability derivatives w~en the origin is at 0" 
distance of 0 to 0" 
moment of inertia of the body about a transversal axis 
spring constant 
transve rsal force due to tail action 
Distance of the origin to virtual center of mass (V.C.) 
rear point (R, P.) and tail center (T. C.) Figure (2.5)(3) 
transversal velocity at V.C, 
transversal velocity at R.P. 
tail lift factor 
lift, drag, and moment coefficients for airship models. 
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Introouction 
The present chapter deals with the stability of a projecti 
moving in a fluid on a recti at constant speed when 
the influence of gravity is neglected. The analysis is based on the 
expressians for the stability derivatives as derived in chapter II. 
Spinning projectiles are not considered here ani will be the 
object of a later It is assumed that if the projectile is 
moving in air the speed is below that at which shock phenomena appear 
a.nd if moving in water there is no C'avitation or a1.r bubhle around the 
:,odyo Both these cases will be considered in later chapters. 
The main purpose of these restrictions is to sL~plify the approach 
and bring out the dependence of the stability on the density of the 
projectile relative to the fluid~ thereby investigating one of the 
main differences between aerial and underwater ballistics. The neglec-
t100 of grevi ty is of course ccmpletely justified in the case of 
bodies where the gravity is cancelled by the buoyancy. The results 
are the of in the behaviour of ai 
submarines~ or should be useful in the 
of new· underwater weapons to the class. 
-,mat is meant stability the problem is to es-
tablish a cri terion and to predi ct the amount of stabl 
various It is o of to deviations 
the recti due to initial pe in yaw <;ind 
of rota ti on • The formulae derived r stabi 
and ctories are jed to eXalllnles les 
in air and water. 
The effect of on the stabi is taken up in 
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3.1 Equations of motion an~ dynamic center 
Consider a soEd of reYolution with body axes x. y. z. The axis 
of symmetry coincides with x and the motion is such that the x. y 
plane coincides !lath a fixed plane. This assumption is not restri 
when it is assumed that the motion is nearly rectilinear. The motion may 
then be consi~ered as the superposition of two plane motions in perpen-
dicular planes. 
The mass of the body is denoted by m and the center of mass lies at 
a distance a from the origin 0 on the x axis. Figure (3.1)(1) We 
shall assume that the total force along the x axis is zero so that the 
velocity lJ along the axis is constant. The variable velocity compo-
nent·s are then the component v- along y and the angular velod ty r about 
To write the equations of motion consider first the linear on of 
the C.G. of the body and the angular acceleration about this point. Because 
of the angular velocity r of the coordinate system the y component of the C.G • 
• 1) ) 
11'l'here ~ is the y canponent of the C. G. velocity. 
inert.;ia, foroee abO'lt the C. G.is 
Also the manent of 
.t;i. 
.1) ) 
where It is the manent of inertia of the solid about a transve ui 
through the C. G. 
If N denotes the moment of the fluid forces a oout the 
y component of these forces then N -aT is the moment of these 
the C.G$ Hence the two equations of motion 
rn -t-lf't.)= 'y 
= /V-aY 
-6/-
and Y 
o ) ) 
Figu.re (3. /) (/) 
-62-
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Substituting the value of Y in the second equation 
rn (v-, of- "lh.) =~ Y 
~i + am (V; -t-U'L) = N (3 .. 1) (4) 
These equations may still be transformed by ihtroducing the moment of 
inertia ~ of the body about a transversal axis through the origin 
and the component ff of the velocity of the origin. We have. 
7;;= Ii + ma.%. 
~= 'V+a."t 
Substituting in (3.1)(4) we finally get 
mu- -t- ma~ + mlh. = Y 
!nav --t- 1;,.Ji:. j- maUt = K 
(3 .. 1) (5) 
(3.1) (6) 
Expressions for the fluid forces Y and N are now introduced according 
to (2.1)(1) cf chapter II 
y ... -j'V (Byu if + Bv~ it) +-;;If{ (-A"v if + Av'f, ~I ) 
N :m -,; V /(B'Zv if j- B'l.'f, .til)+ j>lJV ( A'LV 1/ - A'Z'Z--t!) 
Substituting in (3.1)(6) these equations become 
0,~ -rB.."jv- + (pry 7+ Bv~)~l = ¥/-IJ"vv-+ (Atr'f,-;V )tll 
(";r ': +B,,)v+f-Ite -f-B"tJ&J~!= lffA .. zr-(A'Z-..+.lI1. a-)Jt.l'l 
.fJy 4: '/ \PV;~ '/ t v f'V t J 
(301) (7) 
(3.1)(8) 
These are the general equations of motion with an arbitrary point along 
the axis chosen as origin. Since B . = Bit is seen tha.t it is possible 
'1181 "'''B-
to simplify the equations by choosing the location of the origin such that 
(3 .. 1) (9) 
This determines the distance a.. of the origin to the C.G. of the bodye 
equations of motion then become 
(3 .. 1) (10) 
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The point at wh ch the origin must be located in oroer that 
equations (3.1)(9) be satisfied is referred to herein as the ~-
namic center. The physical significance of .this point is readily 
grasped if we introduce the virtual center of mass (at a distance 
XI fro:n 0 ) and the transversal apparent mass B. Fro:n (2.2)(3) 
of chapter II, 
J3 ~~ = B-zv ~ -f-tv (3.1)(11) 
Substituting in (3.1)(9) 
rna.. + X B = 0 I (3.1)(12) 
This equation e%presses the property that the dynamic center is'the C.G. 
of the co:nbination of the body mass m and the transversal apparent mass 
B·the latter being concentrated at the virtual center of mass. The dy-
namic center is also defined physically by the property that a transver-
sal force appliec to the immersed body at that point does not produce any 
angular acceleration of the body. 
Putting - *= ~ in accordance with the notatinn of chapter II, 
section (2.5), and remembering that B = Byp 
.;or 
B - B - - c B (3.1)(13)' v~ - 'l.V - c.. vV 
Further simplification is obtained by introducing a nen dimensional 
variable 
(3.1)( ) 
instead of the time t. The derivative with respect to 4" is related to 
the time derivative by the relation 
d_ 
d-({ - (3,,1)(15) 
) and the variable ~ equations (3.1)(10) are further 
9/1/42 
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( hl.. -I- B ).riJz = - Avu if -I- (FJ.",.. - ~).!ze. jJY vV' d4 /' IY 
( Ib + B )d(~t) _ Au - (/I~~ -I- t e.131/v) ~t jJY.e~ 'i'-.. d"q - .ozu- . 
note that the new variable .4 is proportional to the time t and 
represents the distance throu$h which the body has travelled after 
a time t if the length of the body is taken as unity. 
Finally the following notation is introduced 
density of body relative to the fluid 
radius of gyration of body relative to the dynamic 
center. 
fA + It.,= f"t' transversal dens! ty 
f f:+ B~'L - rtf.:.t-
t a radius of gyration expressed as a fraction of the 
length t for the total transversal mass (body and 
fluid) about the dynamic center 
A - C Vl1 - Vir 
Av"L-- f = CV~ 
A-'3v = C:v 
R"t'&. + €eBvu = C"I'."L-
Wi+~ these notations the equations of motion are written 
fi'~ M =- - C.,.,. v- + <;:'L.>zt 
~?"~d (Itt) = . t:uv - C: .... 'It 
d4 
.1 )( 
!1oU~~ .~ simplification» which is perhaps not quite essential re-
;hH:~t\ :.' wrl ting in further applications I' results fran using the non 
dimensional unknowns 
~65-
\ ; 
1 
It is worth noting that the simplified equations ccnt~in 110.<1 
siona1 parameters and therefore express 
n8::11io si:n.ilari ty for the motion. The velocity does 
explicitly in the equations. It iEl however conta.ined j.i~. ttW IA;Je±:!: (:J <!'Illt:s 
C ins ofar as the velocity dari va ti vas a re taken to vaT',;!" with th", 
nolds number. 
It was shown jn Chapter II (2.5)(6) tha'!:; "bherre: 
Avv A'tll" etc, can be expressed as 
Also the coef'ficients :hl the equatioo,s (3.1)(18) are 
) 
9/\h2 
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3.2 Definition ~~erion of s~.abilitl 
The '!leaning of dynal1ic stAbility is formulated ~Jy the question: 
if a projectile in rectilinear motion is given a peY"turbationwill it 
CO bacK to a rectilinear motion? 
The stability of rectilinear :notion is entirely determined by 
the equaticns of motion (3.1 )(18) 
f!l ~.::*'= - eVIl ?fie + ( .. "Z.I'(."" 
To a.ns~.er 'chis question, eliminate v and 
equations (3.2)(1); this yields an equation for .zir 
/ 
.z . .t d-l '11' £ J *' iK 
a<4 ( -..:l. + 1"'£ ~ +- E 1: = 0 {" cL..&.f.. ; I d4 ~ 
betiveen the two 
E =- c c - c c = {B",,-B ... Jr8~ (302)(3) 
-l /1;1' "C't. tv 1I~ 
i- (ret- - Bw -+- Buu)(..8uu + & 
The general solution of equation (3.2)(2) is 
with 
The condition 
-:{ = _1-. !-E +-V£Jl. __ <fi-l.£ ] 
1 ltfL:t (..z /. I ,1. 
A. =- --1-:-[-£ -YE.l-,.4fl.tE] (3.2)(5) ~ -ip:;':.z I 1 ..I 
for the motion to beccme unifoIm and rectilinear after 
a perturbation is that the angular velocity 't returns to zero after 
a sufficient length of time. Hence the exponentials in (3.2)(4) must 
tend to zero for 4":"00 Therefore At and A~ must be both negative 
Or if imaginar,y their real oart must be negative. This is expressed by 
the conditions 
E >0 
-l 
~~~------jcl--~d~ ~-.•. 1tct __ 1-
i 
I 
I 
:--0 
I 
! 
I 
i 
---------------~~.! .... ~ 
FJ"g ure (3.2) (2) 
8-
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These conditions also follow fraa the physioal interpretation of 
equation (3.2)(2) which may be taken to represent the oscillation 
of a damped spring mass systell with a spring constant ~ a damp-
ing factor f! £; and a mass ;c/ ,'-2. In order for the motim to 
be stable both the spring constant and the d~ping factor must be 
positive. 
Introducing n~l the theoretical values (3.2)(3) for El and E2 
the stabUity oonditions becane explicitly 
1: (t°-lt- e/- e ... ) > 0 (3.2)(6) 
The first condition is always satisfied in practice. In order to 
simplify bhe second condition it is convenient to use the concept of 
center ofo pressure (C. P.) This is defined as the point of application of 
the total force on the body under a fixed angle of yaw. Denoting by ~~l 
its distance to the origin (dynamic center D .. C. in this case) taken positive 
aft of this point Figure (3.2)(1) we have the rela.tion. 
with 
hence 
y~{+ N=o 
Y = -;0 VV' lI"u zr 
~ 
.N'" = ;oUVA'z.v 'V 
A"'tu == ~ Av-;:;-
T"c,= -(Bqy,- :13&4 .... ) = ?:cjo 
Introducing this last va.lue in (3.2)(3) the value of E2 becanes 
E-t = T [(Bw- B u?<.)c4 + (EfA'u -I- ~)er] 
and the second stability condition (3.2)(6) 
(3. 2 )~1 ) 
(3,,2)(8) 
(3,,2)(9) 
(3 .. 2)(10) 
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bodies 
it is poss to write the approxUnate stability conditi~ 
-< E-lo. 
F 
In this form the main parameters are [ 
~ density of the projectile relative to the fluid 
Er the dbtance of the center of pressure (C.P.) to the dynamiC 
center (D.C.) 
P.) to the 2Jnamic center (D. C. ) 
The significaIU.l!e of the approximate stability condition (:5 .. 2)(11) is 
illustrated geometrically by considering a point S located at a distance 
the dynamic center as shOlWD. in figure (3 .. 2 )(2). The 
stability conditiaa is then that the center of pressure lies aft of S. 
It is seen that for bodies of low densities relative tQ the fluid the 
location of S and therefore also the stability is greatly dependent on 
the density. 
Conddering for instance the ease f-. 1 where the dendty or the 
body is the 88me as that of the surrounding fluid. This applies to 
dynamic center and 
ve~ closely and lie around 
Stablli ty in this case wi be if the center of preuure 
the nose. This condition is relatively to 
of 
Conillider on the banda 
9/1/42 
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as an aerial bomb. 
~
The value of f- being very large point S and the 
dynamic center coincide practically with the center of gravity. In 
such a case stability is obtained only by the well known condition that 
the center of pressure lies aft of the C.G. This condition is not so 
easily satisfied and usually ~quires a large mnount of fin area. 
-11-
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3.3 Amount of stability of various bombs in air and water 
Assuming the dynamic stability conditions to be sa+,isfied it 
is important to know how stable the projectile is when submitted 
to a given nerturbation. More specifically we m.ay ask the following 
questions. 
1) How quickly does the projectile return to a straight path? 
2) Does the projectile oscillate or not during the tnm sitim 
state? 
It is convenient to use the variable 4= ~ and the equations of 
-t 
motion in the form (3.1)(18) with the non dimensional unknowns 1f~ 
~""= I'll, 
If 
(3.3)(1) 
Note that the variable '21"'" represents the angle between the axis of 
the body and the velod ty of the dynamic center. Ala 0 "{! is the 
difference in transversal velocities at both ends of the projectile. 
T'ne above questions are answered by considering again the equa-
". 
tiona obtained after the eliaination of ~ between the two 
(3.3)(1). This equation already used in section (3.2) and numbered 
with 
E.r. = (,N; C:'& - C,u(,~= 1:1(BF;II-BMJ£~T(B_-t-~)~] 
For the value of E2 the expression (3.2)(9) is here used. 
The general solution of equation (3.3)(2) is 
",,1i' __ C ~,-4 C A",4 
-'" ,e +:..te 
with A,= ~!-E,+-fE;~-4i.t.~] 
.4;f',r l. 
::\~ ::; ~f E -Y£..t.-~i~E.l <I}t I. I ..t. 
Cl and C2 are arbitrary constants 
For oscillations to occur the radical in the values of A X and )..2 
must be i.'ll.aginary, This condi tim is 
E~- 4t'.J?E < 0 
I -t 
or 
(3.3)(6) 
J t is seen that this condition is always satisfied if f! is large and if 
This is the case for a stable aerial bomb. A perturbation 
of the mocion of such a banb in- the air results in a damped oscillation 
about the equilibrium direction. In order to derive single expressions 
for the wave length and the da...'11ping of this oscillation introdcwe the 
following approximation which holds for sufficiently large values of i<-
f, :::- fL 
The general solution of (3.3)(2) may then be written 
-L -4 
7;-fI-= S e ~f<i~ Cb.f (~ 4 -r Cf') 
(3 .. 3 )(7 ) 
(3.3)(8) 
wi th C3 and if arbitrary constants. The ratio of the wavelength to 
the length ,f of the projectile is 
-4,:::: -I?l t.' Ire (3 • :3 ) ( 9 ) 
Tef=' 
The amplitude of the oscillation is decreased by a factor 
E.n-
e - .:"}ii-Epf'- (3 .. 3 )(10) 
when the projectile has travelled through a wavelength. The i::n.portant 
parameters are here f'- and er 
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A num.ber of numerical examples will now be considered. In the 
numerical applicativns it is useful to remember that the density 
of water is about 715 thes tha.t of air at sea. level 
EJUtCllple I 
-~-,.....".,.;:-~--
Aerial banb moving in air at sea level (assU'1.ing the density 
to be :3 rela.tive to water) 
The density relative to air is f ... 2320 
i ... 1/5 
We find A,:; -ll'1tm = I/O 
7:' €,A> 
Ejl>'" .10 
e.", '" .6 
The wavelength of the oscillation is 110 times the length of the 
projecti Ie. 
The amplitude of the osoillation is multiplied by the factor 
- Ei:rr _ reS" 
e &'i'rE,.-(A = e' "'" . 6'0 when the prcjectile has travelled through a 
wavelength. 
Exam pIe II [figure (3.3)( 1 /J 
The same bcmb as in example I moving in water 
The density relative to water is re- • 3 
~ .... 5 
i .... 23 
The value of i is slightly increased due to the contribution of 
the apparent mass to the mcment of inertia. Due to the apparent 
mass of the tail the dynamic center is nor( O.l.! aft of the C. G" 
This decreases 'by 0.1 the vllllue~ of .. The value 
-7~-
I ~~ _ .. - I?~, !~ 
I ;<,:7 '"' ,~. I \ 
t - ~ lE - -,-,.., - ""r; --l --,I I~~;:-:-.. , .. ,~-. _~--J"...j~ I~", ___ ~! 
.it .3,; .41 
-\-
tD.c' 
C."? 
-. -' -.---~ -' _._-- .. _-' 
1, 
.31 .4ft 
.t~ $- _. _ "D.c. C.P. 
" ' 
.271 I,Oll .35 f 
F'-gure ( 3.3)( I) 
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li/eVillJ /17 C;I~ r:;:; ..<: 3.20 
It-L::: 3 ,'r-".n.fer) 
l.,XcmpJe ]I 
sQ.;'n£: 0.;:; p,·$.I/U; .. := eLi! 
r:;c v/n: /r /Itl r, I' F~'::; 
E I-;:-n-x arn p ,e .ill 
mov,nQ In water IA·:::! 
~ 
Example IT 
mell/II:J I'n wa ter :: 3 
u" .. tabJe in air 
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of 1: is independent of the density and remains unc!iansed. Values 
of liu and ..::l?"u and f~ must also be introduced in this case. '{fe 
aSSU"C'le 
The following values a.re derived 
El '"' .60 E2 ... 1.65 
::\, 
"" 
-1. 56 A,t. 
"" 
-1.12 
The angular velocity is Given by 
-;< ,--' -1.&-64 C -/,/:e""'$ 
"l:- :::"." .... /E' -r ~_ e 
al11 pH tude of the 
of its or:l vaIn-;::) after the projectile has travelled through a 
distance equa,l to its ovm length. 
~~l..!l [figure (3.3 )(1) 1 
In 01"'11'31' to evalua'be the effect of an error in esti'1l'tting the 
position of real~ 
be at the T. c. 
We derive 
E, "" ,429 
., 
The angular velocity is given 
~N; Jt*= <;e'~ 
The m.otion this time is 
still of the same ordex' f f ~.L • 8J1l.pli tude betng re-
duced to 38% its original v'alue after the projectile has 
through a distance equal to its awn length. 
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!:xample IV [figure (3.3 )(1)] 
Consider a projectile shaped as the Goodyear Zeppelin in:cro ... 
duced in Chapter II section (2.6) and moving in water. Assume 
the dynamic center and the e,G. to coincide and be located at 
the center of buoyancy. The center of pressure is forward of 
the C. G. so that this projectile wO'lld be unstable in air. 
The relative density is r ... :3 
'r: .. 2.48 
t;.,.. .45 
i :: .23 
Vie derive 
The angular velocity is given by 
"" C -2,06-4 C e -.31114 
't == Ie + ...t 
-.91$4 
The amplitude of the e component of the motion is reduced to 
38~ of its original value after the projectile has travelled 
through a distance eq ual to three times 1 ts own length. The 
damping in this case is three t~s as small as in examples II 
and III. 
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3.,4 General expressions f'or trajectorz deviations caused by P!3:rturbationa 
We use the equations of'motion. (3.1) ) 
f'~ ~ 'f'-= - Cvv v* +- Cy~ 't'" 
·':d.g. C ,If 
t-t/ll d;:= -'tv V - C<t'Z- -'l. *" 
and consider only plane motion. Small deviation fran the straight path 
are only considered hereo In this case three dimensional trajectories 
are obtained by superposition of' plane motions in two perpendicular 
planes. What we are especially interested in is the angle between the 
initial trajectory and the new one caused by the perturbation. This angle 
wi 11 be referred to as the refraction. 
Take the body axes x. y of the body to coincide with a fixed plane x~s 
ylJ [figure (3.4)(1) J If' the unknown valocities "17*» r*» have been de-
termined as functions of' time by integrating equatiOll'ls (3.4)(1) the pro-
blem. remains to find the trajectory. Asstme that the trajectory is close to 
a fixed axis x~ and that the angle ex between the axis of symmetry (x) of 
tha body and x. remains small. Them we may write approximately 
X': lft 
t!'i. '= ()i{ U -(- 1/ 
dt 
dot == -t.. 
dt 
(3.4:)(2 ) 
The first equation expresses that the motion in the x' direction is not 
affected by the perturbation. The deviation is given essentially by the 
two last equations (3.4)(2) changing to the variables r* V*A == Vi-
I.. J 7' 
IZ -:: /1;1' . they beccme 
d.'l = eX+: 
4U 
s/.!!! "'" ~". 
d4 
(3.4)(3 ) 
Note that a + 1s the angle the velocity of the dynamic center with 
the f'ixed direction Xl while v· is the angle of this 
I 
I 
! 
! ')( f 
t , 
-:.\ l' \ 
V \ \ 
\ 
~, \ 
i'" \ 
\-trajec tory 
\ 
\ 
-l 
\ , 
\ 
\ 
Figure ( 3.4) (I) 
-r.p-
axis of the ectile. 
The problem of finding the trajectory is that of 
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system of four differential equations (3.4)(1) and (3,,4)(3) under given 
ini tial condi tiCllUL The most convenient method of solution is 'the so 
operational m.ethod. To apply this met~od write the equations in: 
'hhe fo:nl1» 
fl ~:;: - Cw u>f + Cg,~ t-f' + 7; (A) 
li, i.'ld4>1'-_ C :I' C 'I' r.() 1:/ - - ~er V' - "K'2. -'l + ~ AI 
,/ 014 
dot = 'z+ 
d4 
d'l_ 0("" v~ 
cf4 -
Fv and Fr are functions of time which might be taken to represent 
external forces so that the equations correspond to forced motion of the 
projectile. 'fo use the ope rational method replaoe the operator.i by 
the symbol .4 / 
f'1 A 11""'".,. - Cvu U >I' + ell'').. ~N + r;; (-4) 
'.e' 'if C -.f C -If-/"fl.. .II "l = "il:U V - ~'t.. "l.. +- If; (<I) (3.4)(5) 
Ao< _ 'l-:I' 
and solve these equations algebraically for 1l 
Fran the first two equations 
~.,: .F;, (ft;- i.2..:l + CJc~) +-;:;; C: ...... 
A(7I.) .4('1) 
(3.4) ) 
~ ... == Tv Cw +- ~ (~1:A.,. Cvu) 
A()..) 4(.-\) 
Fran the last 
hence 
two equations, 
* 'Z == ~ + 
.I\.ll. 
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(3.4)(8) 
In order to make the functions F and F corresnond to arbitra~ v r' ~" 
initial values of v~ and r~ for 4 .. Owe introduce the unit impulse 
f1..:L'l1ction S (4). This function is zero everywhere except at A '" 0 when 
it is infinite but in such a ,'lay that the area unde r the curve is fini te 
and equal to unity. (reference ..<.7 page 391). In other words 
S {4} = .d -1(.4) (3.4)(10) 
d4 
where leA) "" 0 for .4 < 0 .:1(4)= 1 for -4 > O. The function 1(4) is 
called the unit step function. Put 
r; = 1'-, v;."4'- 5(4) r: = ~~ ioft: 5(4) (3.4)(11 ) 
It is en.sily seen by inte6rating once the two first equations No. (3.4A;) 
f 
that this amounts to introducing the arbitrary initial values v* and r~. 
o a 
Physically it is equivalent to giving the body a sudden lateral and rota= 
tional impulse by means of an instantaneous infinite force and couple. 
The value of ~ becomes 
This is the operational expr~uion for 1') as a function of .4 with 
:I< the initial conditions r V IiIII v* 
o and a ... ~ ... 0 at 4 ... O. 
It is fotmd convenient to consider also the case where the ini tial value 
of a is different from zero. The solution for this case is easily found 
by adding 00A to the previous solution where a 0 is the value of a for 
.fJ "" O. 'VVe find 
This expression corresponds to initital values r* • r* 
o 
* * v III V 
o 
4' .. 0 
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(3. -4 )(12) 
Consider the first case where the ini Ual condi tian is an ::mgular 
velocity with no yaw (v~ ... 0, a o ill 0) a.s shown in figure (3.4){2). 
f == e, "~/Ji fi! + Cr ... ...,. CV 'l-jS(4) 
? 4 (A) ;;'t 
(3.4)(13) 
This formula contains operational expressiaas of the form A~~(.y and 
I 
Ja.6(J..) which expanded in partial fractions are 
....L-= I -r ~+ B~ 
74 4().} 7tL1(o) A-A, A-A~ 
I 
where the constants are, 
'" and Az. are 
~ = -,..;....--:--
A/LyrA,) 
"8,.:= _1,--_ 
.. "A/ t!l '(.?I,) 
.d~) = ~Ll"tA) q-/\ 
the roots of the 
:B.1/ =- /I~ ~ I(A;..) 
equation ~(A)" 0 
(3.4)(15) 
If the projectile is sta.ble the tems containing the quanti ties A - AI' 
and J - All. in the denc:minator correspcmd. to damped motiou and lI"anish 
at ,4 = o<J. Therefore if we are interested only in the aazm.E~1(l 
"tn.jector,y at infinl te time we need only retain the te me in :. and 
::f;L • W1tft this appr<a:imatian. 
'Zoo = fi. i. .l-z; r t" 't r CU'e..L. _ ~ .... 4 £1,) .L +- Cv.... }S /.J I 
., ,.. A (,,).?I A:"( ()).it A.t ..4(0 i C' /' 
- __ .;;..X' 
\ t" refrac Ion 
P/gure (3.4) (,":If) 
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700 = l.t~<>~! f + ftlS(AI) (3.4)(16 ) 
4.- 1", ~r""" ell"<- - re,.L1 (o) Co'''' 
/lta} .Lito) 
~ = ~;- <:;v 
.:1(0) 
Now using the well mOllfn operational relations 
-{ 8(A) = 1(4) 71~ ,5"(.4) = A ~(4) (3.4)(17) 
~e obtain the asymptotic value of ~ as a funotion of Af 
--
(3. ',(18) 
This :represents a straight 11ne. The ooefficient 
the angle between the original path and the new one after a sudden 
angular rotation ro has been imposed on the projectile under the 
assumption that there is no initial yaw (v: ... a o "" 0) 
We now oonsider the case of an initial angle of yaw but not 
initial rotation (r: ... 0). It 113 oomrenient to asslJI'le the total 
initial velocity of the dynamio oem.er to be along x·. 'lbis amo~ 
to putting v'" ...... a 
o 0 figun. (3.4)(3) With these conditions we 
derive the asymptotio deviation by putting r: .., 0 and ClIO !IIi .....,.: in 
(3.4)(12). Proceeding as for the previous ease we find, 
with ~ = ;<y- C", ... _ ft,. Ll('OI ~tr 
A{o} A YO) 
~ = r, C"' lr - I 
Ll(o} 
(3.4)(19) 
It will 1>e noted that this formula gives the deviation frOll. the straight 
line along the direetion of the initialveloci'tJ'. 
The expression i 2r:b2 and v!b4 eonriit.ut, 11hat mu referred to 
as the refraction ~the trajeotor.y. 
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3.5 EDaples of deviatielul of trajectories in air and water UDder 
various initial perturbations. 
the deviati_ due to ild.tial rotation ft.--r:y) and 
of the bcmb. 
We note that ~,(O) and h(O) appearing in 
(3" 5)(1) 
04 have appeared already in sections (;S0:2) and (3 .. :5) in comlecticm. 
wi th the symbols El and 
LJ {OJ c:. ftl E, 
LJ. (0) = 
/'t -r C"' .... ", TG't. +- ::8,... .... - :Baa 
C: ... == T"e~ E"(. 
~f ~ = fJ-r r(i.t+ £l" E-'W.J 
E.J. = T [(Bvv - Bu.u.)e~ + (B_ +f) $:.1 
~t 18 ~i_'t to write simple expl'l&iUliGIUI for the b' 8 b;r ln1i;;NdUOUtg 
the theoretical values (3 .. 5)(4) aDd using the apprc:rtmati • .:Bull .... I , lLlI.=" } 
& (1-1- z-elg.) _ d[t'Jl+J£I:E~) 
7:(.5"1.. +te£l>j (£ .... -t- «£;a).Il-
e,.. 
Case of the aerial bomb 
It is interesting to note the values that these coefficients 
assume when the value of f' is very large as in the case of an 
aerial bomb. In this case 
~= 
~= 
~ = 0 
These values are independent of the density f" 
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(3,,5)(5 
For initial rotation the change of direction in the trajectory 
(refractioo) is r.::t.,;z".;j'J; = {.'.t,,<:,,;"". It is mV€fsely pNporti to 
<:1> 
distance between the center of nressure and the C.G. For an 
anGle of yaw the change of direction is V;b4: "" O. The re-
suIt is obtained that for an aerial banb there is no change of direc-
tion due to initial yaw (refraction. 0) 
N~erical examples 
The same four examples are treated as in section (3.3). The 
mulae (3~5)(3) and (3.5)(4) are applied$ The values of El and were 
canputed in (3.3) 
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I Banb in air .,3 1 
• • 
.. 9 
<I< 1950 
The 
["'18" " + 104] 
m 0 
angular such that 
deviation 
or • indicates 
angle of deviation 
This is accordance with the appra:z:imation (3 .. 5)(6 
are i 11 ustra ted in (3,,5)(1) 
II Banb in >iii 3 (See .3 ) )) 
~. :3 wO 2 
lII/I 3 'ill> .5 ,,1 
1 i!Ji 4~2 
We 
3 +" .. 
0 
• 111 
52 llIIiI 1.65 
ansare 
"'DEVIAT iON 
iN AiR 
DEVM1"iON 
'''' WATE.,. 
Figvre. S) 
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TlQ£> trI i 2r~ [- 5.05 + 7.654] lB r~ (....268 + .405 -4 ) 
11_ :u v~ (1.15 - .4 ) 
Assuming the initial angular velod ty such that 't,l .. :5 rt/sec, 
and U OIl 30 rt/seo the refraction is .0405 radians or 2.2 degrees. 
The second forn.ula indicatf':S that in:tial yaw !=>roduces a re-
fraction equal to the angle of yaw. '!'he type of trajectories is shown 
in figure (3.5)(2) 
Exwnple III 3au.b in water fA- ::::5 ( 3 ee fi gure (3 .. 3 ) ( 1 ) ) 
Same as II except E",".3 
','Je haTe 
C",u'" 0 
The deviations are 
fIT (,'t-" 2.0 
C~ ....... 21 
E2 .... 99 
.2 * 
'" 1 I' o 
( ... 14.2 + 12. '1,4 ) * 
• r o 
1'] ". v~ (1.15 - ,4 ) 
( .... 75 + .67.-& ) 
Assuming the initial angular velocity suoh that ~ot • 3 rt/seo and 
11 lIIl 30 ft/sec the angle of deviation. is .067 radians or 3.8 degrees. 
Initial yaw produces a refraction equal to the angle of yaw. The type 
of trajectories is illustrated in fifure (3.5)(2). 
.Example IV Bcmb in water fA- .. :5 - (unstable in air - stable in water) 
(6ee figure (3.3)(1») 
"t' "" 2.48 
€ .... '" -.01 B ... 1 uv 
Et III .21 S<l-" .45 :E :0 .1 1-" 
i ... .23 fJ- ;& 
,S9~ 
l)t;<M 1.1Z 
'l'ne deviations are 
r,+('Y~ .. 2 .. 02 
·C,"" .... 302 
E2 tIS .461 
11 ""'V: (8.00 ... 2,,54') 
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"&",.t 1l1li 3 rt/sec and if .. 30 it/sec the angle of deviaticm. is 
.f 112 radians or 6,,3 degrees. The seoond fcnmula indicates that an 
initial yaw angle produces an angular deviation of the trajectol'y- equal 
2.'~ 1/2 t1m.es the angle of ;(8:111-
1'he type of trajectories is illustrated in figure (S.5)(2). Note 
-the refractiOll is la.rger than the initIal ya.... This is always the 
oase when the C.Po lies in front_of the D.C. 
-.9"-
The equations of m.otion of' a projectile in a fluid are 5im-
plified by the introduction of a point referred to as the dynamic 
center. This point generalizes the concept of c~er of' gra"'ri.t1' 
for a body moving in a dense fluid by taking into account the man 
of the surrounding fluid. 
The stabi li ty of recti linear moti w is defined 'r:Jy the condi tiCID 
that if a perturbation is l.."Ilposed the projectile will go back to 
rectilinear motion. The direction of the new trajectory being ualJ;r 
different fraa the initial one. 
An apprarlmate simplified stability erlterian h derlwd. It 
in~olves the relative density of body and fluid and the relative dia-
't;ancel!l bet1re~n the rear point (R.P~), the d,ywmlic center (D.C.)" tmd 
the center of pressure (C.P.). As far as it is justified to discard 
Reynolds Number effects on the location of R. P .. and C. P .. the sta'bil1tJ' 
condi tion is independent of the veloci tz.. It is fotmd that for aerial 
bcmbs stability requires the C.P. to lie behind the C.G. (identioal 
with D.C. in this ease). For bodies mOfing in water the C.P. may very 
well lie ahead of the D.C. For the erlreme ease where the -density or 
the body is equal to that of the fluid.. .stability is still obtained 
if the C .. P .. lies samewhat behind the nose.. This explains why bodies 
!mount of area compared with aerial b_bs. 
amouat of. stability after a perturbatlan depends an how quickly 
the projeotile returns to a rectilinear trajector.J. It is found that a 
bono cauSC8 a d~ped oscillation which depends 
mainly on di~tance of the C.P. to the C.G. The 
of the osciUat:ion in the a~ple (I) investigated i,3 of' 
t:1mes the li1r.ngth of the bQ'llb. In water oscillatioo.s 
do not generally OCC1.tr or are nearly critically damped; the transient 
f~f a subsldenca., InT6stigatioo of three 
III 
that when ~arlng :11.1 water and subrni tted to a perturbation they return 
very quickly to a stlt"aight path after travelling through a distance or 
tIJ be highly stable in water. 
g ill / 142 
?ace 34 
.i~, 1. S nos~ible to find geYleral exnressions for the asymntr)ti c 
trajeetory and "'::;he refraction directly in terms of the Jrojecti Ie 
:)'1 1'9.'n ete rR and in~ ti"l;. ~on(li tions 'vi thout r;oinf: through the ',roeess 
of solv1nc thf-' ii7:' r8Ylt:al equations of motion. 
,\rmlication 0; the formulae show that in aerial bo:nbs the re-
fracti oh 11le to ni tial ~'a.Vi i> zero. Tn wate,' refra r '1.;: or: 'he to :'8:." 
)t)ccmes greater than tLH' ':'ni tial yaw if the C)rojecti Ie 't': 'ms table 
in Air. The refraction d'le to initial velocity of rotati,on i:, found 
to be s~all in the ex~~ples treated. 
Attention must be called to the fact' that a larbe a10lmt of sta-
'Jility is not always advisable '1.6 this :nakes:::!1e motion of the ')ody 
110re sensitive to disturbances in the fluid. For instance in the 
case of torpedoes great stability would make the body verJ sensi tive 
to wave disturbances whi Ie a very st'1ble ai rS:1i lJ would be too sensi-
tive to gusts and loose :naneu'ITerability. 
4. U. c4~t 
J/~ 1- /'1~L 
/ 
u. v. vr 
T 
A 
B 
R 
List of Symbols 
coordinates along body axes (maving wit-h the body) 
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velocity components of the origin 9arallel to the instantaneou~ 
position of x. Yg z. 
components of angular velocity parallel to the instantaneous 
position of Xli Y. £. 
kinetic energy of the fluid due to the motion of the body 
longit'.ldinal apparent :nass of the fluid (x direction) 
transversal apparent mass of the fluid (y direction) 
rotational auparent mass of the fluid about OZ 
A" P Q G" etc. coefficients in expression (1.1)(1). 
. L, M, N 
uv- ete. 
J I 
U 
a 
x' y' 
X' y. 
Xl 
vI 
HI 
~ k2 
k~ 
. I 
f 
components of the force ex~rted on the body by the fluid 
parallel to x. Y, z. 
moments of the forces 'exerted on the body by the fluid about 
x, y. z· 
derivatives of u. v, etc. with respeot to time. 
large ve10ci ty component of the body in the x direction 
angle of yaw (between x and x t ) 
axes with fixed directions. 
force components of the fluid on the body parallel to the fixed 
directions x' 8 y'. 
velocity components of the origin parallel to the fixed directions 
x. II yt. 
distance of virtual center of mass to the origin O. 
velocity of the virtual center of mass parallel to y. 
rotational apparent m.ass about the ",irtual center of mass. 
inertia coefficient of the prolate ellipsoid for longitudinal 
and transversal apperent mass. 
inertia coefficient for the rotational apparent mass of the 
ellipsoid. 
manent of inertia of virtual Voltille of fluid and mcment of 
inertia of displaced fluid (in Chapter I) 
v 
f 
I 
D 
w 
volume of displaced fluid 
ma;:;S of fluid per unit volume 
length of projectile 
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inertia coefficients (acceleration derivatives defined 
by (2.1)(1) 
velocity derivatives defined by (2.1)(1) 
drag 
ci roula r frequency of oscillation 
XI! yll nil force cClrllDonents and manent of the fluid on the body when 
the origin is at a" 
u" v" 1'" veloci ty canponents when the origin is at a" 
B:~ B~~ .... stability derivatives when the origin is at a" 
~ e distance of 0 to 0" 
I, moment of inertia of the body about a transversal axis 
k sprin[ constant 
Y; transversal force due to tail action 
lee '/§-I'f. ~!t!!.t-., distance of the origin to virtual center of mass (V.C.) 
rear point (R.P.) and tail center (r.c.) Figure (2.5)(3) 
-v:: 
~ 
7: 
CL CD C m 
~ 
Ib 
tt 
1%1 
-4 ... 
transversal velocity at V.C. 
transversal velocity at R.P .. 
tail lift factor 
lift, drag# and manent coefficients for airship models. 
transversal (y) canpcnent of the velocity of the C. G. 
manent of inertia of body about a transversal a.rl.s through -the C. G. 
distance of the C. G. of the body to the origin of the body axes. 
mass' of body 
Vt-
T 
-.95'-
time 
of 
radius 
transve 1"5£1.1 
+ 
a radius 
the 
;::; 
= 
= A 
-+ 
-= yaw 
relative to the fluid 
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of the about the dynamic center 
expressed as a fraction of the length 
mass (body and fluid) about the ... SJ"' .... &"" 
A characte exponents in the general solution of the 
of motion 
of the cente r pressure the dynamic center 
when of D. ) 
divided by ,/ 
acting on the body 
fixed axis x' meas as a 
operator 
= ./l(A) 
dll 
unit· 
wi 0 
""" I A >0 
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initial angula~ velocity about a transversal axis through the D.C. 
(for 4 II 0) 
initial transversal velocity of the D. C. for -4 IB 0 
initial Jaw for A '" () 
rto in::' tial D.n;-~le between the body axis x and the fixed direction X' 
~BI B.z :81/ B., S Af> (3 - 4) (15 ) 
4~ ~ tJ I~ coefficients in the expre~sion8 (3.4)(18) aDd (3.4)(19) tor the 
asymptotic disturh~~ t.rajectorie. 
rl_ value of " for asynmtotie trajectol'7 
DINMllC STABILITY OF BOJLBS 
AND PROJECTILES 
by 
M. Ao BlOT 
California Institute or Technology 
Chapter IV 
stability ot the Vertical Pall 
Introduction 
5/26/43 
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In the previo1ls chapter the dynamic stE:.bi li ty wa2'in-
ves-:igateu for what might be de!dgnated uS Ilfree motion", Le. 
the motion vihen the effect of gravity is neglected. 
The object of the pre::ent chapter i2' to i:inalyze the 
additional effect of gravity on th~3 stability in a vertical full. 
The equations for 1:1. tr2:l.jectory Cl.re linearized by con-
sidering small d8viations from th8 vertical. A further simplifi-
cation is introcluced by the assumption that the velocity of fall 
is constant. It ir. belieyed that the result:- still hold in a 
qualitative way for condition: which do not satisfy these assump-
tions very closely. 
The application::; of the general formulae are limited to 
subsonic velocities in air and to bodies moving in water without 
cavitation or air bubble. The stability criterion·,is applied to 
numerical examples for aerial and underwater bombs. 
-.99-
4.1 Eoua tions of' motion_ under gravity 
'J/ ~tJ/4) 
4.1 Page 
The motion i~ r8f'errc:d to body a:xe~ z, S ctnd th"J fixed 
aYes Xl yl loc&teo. both in the plane of ths motion (Figure (4.1) 
(1)). These are the same as in previou c ch&)tsr~ ,ith the ~peci-
fication that Xl is a v8rtical axis. The an;sle 0< denote~' the :.:.n;sle 
of the axis of the body vii th the vertical c.ir8ction. 
The equations are the same as tho~e derived in section 
(3.1) of Chapter III except that the weight &nd the buoyancy must 
now be aaded. These contribute the following terms to the x and y 
components of the forces and the moment about the D.C. 
~ = ? Yj (4--1) cos 0( 
~ =' -,17(1"--1) sVnO( 
~ = -.rV7t(7f' r e~) sinOi 
The eoud. tion~; of motion now read 
mU= -lJrX~ 
mv-rmai rmU-t= Y f- ij.-
mav+ 1#-.i. +rnaU~-..J\{'+ ~ 
The symbol L denotes the drag associated with the velocity U, and 
Y, N dre tne hydroQ:;namical force~: as expressed by (3.1) (7) 
Substitutinb the::e v""lues in the equations of motion (4.1) (2) di-
vidiniS the first and second equations bJjJVand the third 
!:ind locatiniS the origin !:it the D Co they become 
f' U = - Rul4. lJ~-t- ~ If! -I) CO<fa I .£.t II (I 
t'-1r= lj/- IIw1F i- (/lvz.-f);rtj-j(fA-')sUna' 
h"iXl == 1f!~trV--(I4'l-+2c Bm)&IJ-? (t!jr t-CJSfhI 0{ 
• ~ u 
Not,~ tr1<. L r n:,~ Deen r",:plccec. OJ' CJ{ UIlO ;z, by 01 
\ 
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IntroQucing ~~0 ne~ vb~ib~les 
Cv =0 1ft (~-I) 
Co( = ~ (7!"- -I- £6) 
the last two eGuations (4.1) (3) become 
f', :~" = - Cvu v- '$ + CV'z- ft.,; 
JA.'fi:J.d2x :=: C u7f - C"tlz.- dO( 
l If ds.t >r.u ds 
C", 1) (t;') 4· \j 
Values, of f-rJ 1f,'-' ~ and the C coefficients have be8D defin8(; in 
Chapter III. '1'he~;e 8c~aa tions arC! non-1inea:c onl,r througl: sin Of • 
The~ become linebr insof.:.:.r as it is justlfiE~d to replace sint\( by 0( 
Le. if th;:-; CA.ngle l)etY'leen the a:xis of the projectil;::; Cl.n.!. the verticb,l 
b not too Lr~e. 'IHth thi!" approxination 
(4.1) (6) 
These are the basic equations to be u5eG 1D E-mt analy sis. 
-/0/-
c.:a. (ENTER OF BUOYANCY 
FU:;VRf (4. I) (I ) D.C 1)YNA Ie c .4-, (EN 
-/02-
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4.2 Stability Criterion 
The elimination of v* between the twn equations (4.1) 
(6) leads to the following differential equation for ~ 
.L '-ld!J ( • .z d,Jl. f'-J' i. -2! +- f1 c:,>z- 1- eVil" t ") ~ + 
, ds$ cis"" 
( ~1 Q(J( 1- ~u C,..- C"'o- ~v):7 +(L;,u fla + "U <ru-}A:o (4.2) (1) 
Write the characteristic equation 
AJl3 -t- B).t. -t- C.:\ -tIl =- 0 
The quantities El E2 are the basic criteria defined in Chapter III 
for the dynamic stability of free motion. The generl:!.l solution of 
where A, A». Alare the roots of the characteristic equation (1).2) (2). 
Stability requires that if the roots A are real they are 
and if there are complex the real part must be negative. The general 
stability conditions for a cubic when A>O, are (reference2?) 
.BC- A'D;> 0 
Since A and B in the present case are assWled by nature to be post 
it follows that C>O is superfluous. Therefore the condi tiona redUCf} 
to JJ > 0 
>0 ( 
the next 
5/26/4J 
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The C:J.~sumption that 13;> DI might not be legi tilllOJ. teo in certa.in ca£es 
o~' cavftati:m, but 11\8 cliscurd thi'" C!1:e at the precoent staGE: of 
t~e analy ~is. 
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4.3 Discussion of Stability Conditions 
It was found in the previous section that necessary and 
sufficient conditions for stability are 
D>O 
BC-AD:>O 
The first condition (4.3) (I) is 
.1J == C:tr C;.,( -r C'l.tT ({IF > 0 
(4.3) (1) 
(4.3) (2) 
From (4.1) (4), (3.1) (20) and (3.2) (8) it may be written 
or 
Cvu (B,r -t- i6) -f- c;.v (fA- -/) > 0 
~f- t- £6 + Ef' (fl-') ;> 0 
which is independfmt of the ve~,~~, The sign ot l~ -r'£" is 
the same as that of the gravity righting momeut,. It 1s assumed here 
that f- 71 therefore, the cr1 terior. (4 •. 3~ (IS) is always fulfilled if 
the gravlty righting moment is positive and if the C.P. lies aft of 
the D.C. E/-, > 0 • If the gravity moment is stabilizing )0 may be-
come negative, but if the grav~ty moment is destabilizing c~ must 
necessarily be positive for stability_ 
When the condition (4.3) (3) is not fulfilled, 1.e. 
D< 0 the characteristic aqua tion (4.2) (2) has a post t1 va real root 
and the instability is of the nature of a divergence. 
The second condition (4.3) (2) is 
By substituting the values of these coefficients and by ... GNJIUII.lI.I..JI.G 
of the term fA; ,'.lC:v CO' this relation becomes 
£;.; > 7-:/e-'{-[i.l(f-I}Cw - (~f -r .EJ,)4'l-j U.e 
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wh~re E1, E2 are the two quantities controlling ~~e dynamic 
stability of free motion. Let us assume that the free motion i~ 
stable, Le. E, E,..> O. Two cases must be distinguished • 
.1. ic': 
(a) 
in this case instability exists below a critical speed 0c given 
by the equation 
Above this crit~cal speed the criterion is satisfied. 
(b) 
In this case the criterion is satisfied at all speeds. 
The significance of the present criterion is understood 
when we notice that if all the coefficients of the characteristic 
equation are positive it cannot have 
fore if the criterion 3) (6) not 
the existence of an undamped oscillation. 
'or instance the limiting case 
Be - AJJ= 0 
real root. 
it corresponds to 
( 
occurs at the .critical velocity as given by (4 (9) 
In this case it easily that there 
solution 
( 
with 
or 
Cvv qat f- C"t7T 9<:r 
~,Ef 
The period T of this oscillation 1s _____ _ 
T= bTl = u1f7fc ;; c~ " 
l( ¥ f-;-J C;u 0~-f-.fj,) t-C:v ftu-t) 
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4.4 Stability of th~ Vertical Fall in Air 
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Application of the previous result~ will now be made to 
cases such as aerial bombs where the den<.:ity of the projectile rel-
ative to the fluia. is very high. 
Consic.er the sbbilit,Y condition D:--- is equivalent 
to 
For large values of f the C. G. tends to coincide v.ith the dynamic 
cen ter so thb. t )0 tends to zero. Theref'ore the condition D> 0 in the 
case of aerial bombs reduce£ to 
whicn is identical with the condition E"", J for dynamic stability of 
"-
the free motion as found in Chapter III. 
The second st;;.~ili ty condition 
BC- AD>- 0 
or explici tly 
is also simplified under the assumption that~ is large. It is 
possible to replace c;,.", by r" so that E2 becomes F A,;zu. Also fir is 
replaced by f-. The staGili t:'J condition b8comes 
£,? if/t ,'-l-
The critical velocity is 
l( = l'li~ E; (4.4.) (6) 
Below this velocity the vertical fall in the air is unstable and the 
instability appears in the form of undamped oscillations of the 
5/26/43 
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trajectory about the vertical. 
Consider for instance the bomb shown in Example I 
Figure (3.3) Chapter III, for which 
T- '3 
Et "", .4 
{,' =' .J?. 
We have El :: 1:' (" . .t+ £1: E-z..) =::- , 3-1 
c/-' = . 10 
Cot. =. to 
;U = R3i..O 
(density 3 relative 
to water) 
Assuming the length of the bomb ~= 3 ft., the formula (4.4) (6) 
gives for the critical velocity 
V :: 104 ft/sec. c 
The velocity of relea5e of the bomb will usually be much above this 
critical value except in the case of retrofiring. The period of OS~ 
cillation at this velocity is given by (4.3) (14). Introducing the 
assumption of large density this expression becomes 
In the present example we find 
T = 3.2 sec. 
The wave length at the critical speed is 
Note th8.t T 
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It can be seen from the formul~ (4.4) (6) that the 
critical velocities depend to a large extent on the radius of 
gJrration. A large value of 1 raises Uc thereby increasing the 
range of unstable velocities. 
It is possible to find tile condition under which the 
terminal velocity is equal to the critical. For large values 
of f the (tor mi nOll veloci ty is 
14 = (,i1/t7 
"AlA ... 
where A is the drag coefficient defined above. 
~ ... 
The total drag D may be written in t~rms of IJ{A.JA. or by means of 
the drag coefficient CD referred to the cros~ sectional area 
of the body of the bomb. 
7'l = A (.) lJL JC =: C" aU.! S 
J.J u"-.;-r.f .u /~ 
we 
~ave the relation 
Auu -
Putting v;. -= 1.[ we find 
fLu = ~ E, 
- i.f.. 
This is the value of the drag coefficient such that the terminal 
velocity in air is equal to the critical. 
In the numerical example of this section the drag neces-
sarJ to obtain a terminal velocity equal to the critical value, 
i.e. 104 ft/sec., is very high. However, this drag is extremely 
sendtive to the magnitude of the radius of gyration. For instance, 
by putting:l =.5 Le. by assuming all the mass of the bomb to b~, 
-/10-
concent.r;.iteCi at both ends v.e find El :::1.47 ciDd 
1-1u.~ = II. 1 
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Assuming .sf _.3 this corresponds to u value of th~ drag coefficient 
11 
c· - 9 4' j.)' - • 
Such u dr~s coefficient can be obtained by adding to the bomb a 
Gail disc or flat cone of a diameter e4ub.l to approximately three 
time s tha t of the bomb. 
The rssults Obtained here point to dynamic instabiE ty 
in the vertical fall of bombs with high drag and large rauius of 
gyration. A typical example of violent instl:l.bility in vertical 
fall is that of a disc of cardboard falling perpenaicularly to its 
plane. Although this shape is stable in free motion because the 
relation bet'Ween center of pres'-'ure and yaw is such that the card-
board always tends to move broadside on, it is a matt~r of common 
experience that the fall is not ~traight o.nd that t,.'1.e path oscill-
ate~ considerably about the vertical. 
-111-
4.5 Stabilitz of the Vertical Fall in Water 
The condition D>O or (4.3) (5) is 
$l' r l6 + E;&(f'--I) :> 0 
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It is independent of the velocity. Sinc~ the vertical fall is 
here investigated it is assumed that r>l. In that case the 
criterion is satisfied if 7I"r~6'>O Le. if the buoyancy and 
gravity produce a righting moment about the D.C. and if ~/-' '> 0 
Le. if the C.P. lies aft of the D.C. 
In order to investigate the criterion 
BC- AD>, 0 
we first have to consider the existence of a critical velocity, 1. e. 
the sign of the expression 
/.'.l(ft- I} ~u - ($;" + £6') C-'£'Z-
Tak.e the bomb shown in example II of Figure (3.3) (1) in Cha.pter III 
et-" • 3 
$ == .15" 
"'",,,.Je3 
.€r ::0 0 
G? = . 5" 
8.,6"" 0 
r = ~ 
Then C:v"" 0 and the expression (4.5) (.3) is negative. Th.e;efore 
the bomb is stable at all velocities. 
The motion of the bomb under an initial disturbance is de-
termined by the roots of the characteristic equation (4.2) (2). 
values of El and E2 are computed in Chapter III. 
Assuming a length I == 3 ft. and a velocity of 25 ft/sec. ~ 
c;: = .0685 
the characteristic equation is 
-/12-
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The roots are A, -:= -,1£7 
l.? = -I,~JY 
1:'.l1d general solution 0( of the differential equation (4 ) (1) 
is 
C' -.1.t7S /"" - 1 • .f8.s 0/= leT- L,z e . cC's (.3S +' YO/ (6) 
The first term repre:cents the main contribution of gravi ty alld 
corresponds to i::J. non Ofeillating trajectory asymptotic to vertical. 
The trajectory is reGi.ched in a distance equal to about ten 
tim~s the this conclusion depends 
on the of the velocity and. holds ool;y for the 
here. second term 
the 
motion as .. s free motior! wa:o found to 
) 
flusDces this free motion to som0 by chang-
The 0 out within 
equal to length. 
Consider nov,; Ii with rather c11araeteristies 
-
2 = 
t~ =: 
CJ' !:::' 0-)' 
t.' =:' .43 
-
-113-
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In thi~ ca5e the expression (4.5) (3) is positive and there is a 
critical speed. The value of this critical speed is 
U - 5.2 tt/sec. c -
and the period of oscillation at this speed is 
T = 2.95 sec. 
These are the values in water. It is of interest of compare them 
with the critical speed and period of the same bomb in air. For 
the critical speed in air 
Uc :::: 309 ft/sec. 
and the period 
T - 2.8 sec. 
The period in air is remarkably close to that in water. 
-11.Lf~ 
Cone lusions 
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The general equa.tiuns for the motion of the projectile 
g,nd its tr'tjector'y contain the effect of Gravity in the coeffi-
cienta Qu and qIX of equatiuns (4.1) (5). They are botll functiuns 
of the Froude number o/Ijl and thereby contain implicitly the law 
of dynamics simil"rily for the motion under gra.vity_ There are 
two stability criteria cs expressed by (4:.2) (5). Ibe first one 
is independe::t of the Froude number and is usuall'y satisfied for 
::ommor; type pr ectiles. Violation of this criterion leads to a. 
d i verf','ence type of instab ility _ The second depends on the Froude 
number and leads to two possibilities 
tal types of projectiles and fluid denSity where 
it is satisfied at all velocities 
(b) types of prOjectiles and fluid density where 
ther· is a critical Froude number U;/M under 
which the motion is unstable. f 
I'he instability connected "i th this second ori terion is of the nature 
of a.n oscillation of increasi!\,_: amplitude about the verticaL The 
instability of 't flat disc fu.lling broadside-on belo~;'s to this cate-
gar:; . 
For the aerial bomb case (bj is always realized, i.e. there 
is always a critical velocity_ Instability in the numerical examples 
investigated is found to occur in a velocity range between zerO to 
around 300 tt./sec. The period of the oscillation is of the order of 
two or three aeconds and is independent of the density. A large value 
of the radius of gyration tends to increase the chanoe of instability. 
The condi tion that the termina.l 11'8100 ity be a critical veloel ty leads 
-IIF 
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to a. limple relation between the aerodynamic parameters of the 
bomb and il independent of th~ densIty. The drag ooefficient 
nec8alary to lati~fy this condItion i. quIte large and can only 
be obtained ~lth a parachute type tail of diameter two or three 
times that of the body of the bOmb. 
In water mOlt usual designs fall in case (a), i.a. 
there 1s no critical velocity. In extreme cases the critical 
velocity exIsts but it will generally be vary low. In the numer-
leal example investigated this crit1cal ~elocity is around 5 feet 
per second, whUe the period is about 3 !:IMondI J Le. of the order 
of that found in air. 
In the example treated for a velOCity around 20 feet per 
lecond 1n water the effect of a perturbation on the motion 11 found 
-116-
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origin parallel to the 
of the prolate elliplo1d for longi-
tQdinal and tranfliver8al apparent mass. 
.ment of 
inert 11. of d i 
o 
1 
vo 
of the 
volwne of f 
hn Chapter I) 
am moment of 
ion derivatives defined 
( e ) 1 j 
origin 1&11 at; 
-//.9-
oenhr of man 
( T • c. I Flguri!i! 
iI) (~"'~ ) 
;2 (3) 
Cw = Auv 
CU'Z. = Au'Z..-f'-
C"V' "" A-'L./f 
C"t.'<- = A'l.~ + Ec. BUll> 
v-lf = .Jl. :: 
U 
:d!. 
u 
E, = Cuui'.t..+ CJt."l.-
£:t = Cuv C~fl,. - ClttT {v,,-
~(Jj I {(J) 
rt = -r 
~ a d. d<J 
Ll(?) 
.6(0 , 
Sri) 
:J. (4) 
v (; 
""-: -
characteristic exponents in the general solution of 
the equation of motion. 
distance of the center of pressure to the dynamic center 
(positive when aft of the D.C.) 
wave length of oscillation divided by 
arbitrary external forces acting on the body 
distance of the D.C. from the fixed axil x' measured a8 
a multiple of the length 
differential operator 
determinant (3.4){7) 
va lue of A (A ) for '" - 0 
unit impUlse function 
unit step function 
initial angular velOCity about a transversal &xis 
through the D.C. (for ~ : 0) 
.1"{AJ := 0 jN S<, 
:i(4)" I lor .r:>, 
initial transversal velocity of the D.C. for 
- 0 
initial yaw for v;, :: 0 
initial angle between the body axi8 % and the fixed 
direction X~ 
:81 B2 :83 154 
b 1 b 2 b:; b4 
ill.. ( 3 .. 4)( 15 } 
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coefficients in the exprel8ionl (3.4)(18) and (3.4)(19) 
fOr the &l1Iymptotlc dhturbed trajectories 
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